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I. INTRODUCTION

It has been known for centuries that regular drinkers generally become able

to tolerate larger amounts of ethanol on repeated exposure. With the advent of

barbiturates, other hypnotics and minor tranquilizers, the same tendency has

been observed among regular users of these drugs. In addition, almost from their

respective times of introduction into clinical medicine, these drugs were also

found to resemble alcohol in being able to give rise to clinical pictures of vary-

ing degrees of severity, characterized by manifestations of hyperexcitability of

the nervous system, on reduction or termination of a period of sustained in-

toxication. Although these hyperexcitable states have been known for centuries

in relation to heavy use of alcohol, controversy continued until less than 20

years ago as to whether they were signs of chronic intoxication or of drug with-

drawal. In this instance, common experience proved to be superior to many

older clinical judgments, because alcoholics have long known that the signs can

be abolished by ingestion of more alcohol and are manifestations of physical

dependence upon it.

The factors influencing the development and loss of tolerance and dependence,

in relation to ethanol as well as to other neurotropic drugs, have been investigated

sporadically for over a century. However, significant progress could not be made

until reliable methods had been developed for the production and measurement

of tolerance and dependence in experimental subjects, so that the influence of

various factors could be studied quantitatively. Some methods have been avail-

able for about 30 years, but the most reliable objective ones have been developed

only during the past decade.

Behavioral scientists, on the other hand, have generally explored the phe-

nomena of tolerance and dependence in behavioral terms, without reference to

physiological or biochemical processes. A small but increasing body of knowledge

indicates important functional relations between the effects of behavioral and

pharmacological manipulations. The nature of these relations has only recently

begun to be clarified.

Finally, experimental analysis of the fundamental biological mechanisms of

tolerance and of dependence, and their relation to each other, must be considered

rudimentary. A number of physiological and biochemical processes in brain and

other tissues have been shown to change in a way which coincides roughly, in

time and magnitude, with the changes in tolerance and dependence. They have

been aptly designated “biochemical correlates” of tolerance (321). However, the

exact relationship of these various processes to the integrated function of the
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nervous system is far from clear. Therefore it is not yet possible to know which

of the changes are causally related to the development of tolerance and de-

pendence, which are consequences, and which are concomitant results of the

same basic mechanisms.

The purpose of this review will be to summarize certain aspects of the present

knowledge concerning each of these topics in turn, and to indicate important

questions which have not yet been answered.

II. TOLERANCE

A. Definition

The term “tolerance,” as used in relation to ethanol or any other drug, has two

different connotations. The first is that of spontaneous or initial tolerance, as ex-

pressed by the amount of a drug which the subject must receive on first exposure

to it, to produce a designated degree of effect. Though sometimes incorrectly

called “innate tolerance,” it reflects a variety of both congenital and environ-

mental factors which contribute to the broad range of differences in tolerance

among individuals, sexes, species, age groups, dietary and other treatment groups.

The second connotation is that of an acquired change in tolerance within the same

individual as a result of repeated exposure to the drug, so that an increased

amount of drug is required to produce the same specified degree of effect, or less

effect is produced by the same dose of drug. This definition of tolerance is valid

only for a specified individual drug action, and not necessarily for the composite

picture of all actions of a given drug on the whole organism. Examples of differen-

tial tolerance to various effects of the same drug will be given later in this review.

There is no evidence that an individual’s capacity for increase in tolerance is

proportional to his initial tolerance, nor is there any evidence to the contrary.

Because of the lack of factual information, initial tolerance will not be examined

in detail in this review, and tolerance will be used synonymously with acquired

increase in tolerance.

The definition of tolerance given above carries no implications with respect to

possible mechanisms. These can be divided into two classes. The first, designated

dispositional tolerance, includes those changes in drug absorption, distribution,

excretion and metabolism, which might lead to a reduction in the intensity and

duration of contact between a given drug and the tissue on which it exerts its

characteristic action (“target tissue”). The second includes those changes in

the properties and functions of the target tissue which render it less sensitive to

the same degree of exposure to the drug. This will be referred to as functional

toleratwe, in preference to the older term “tissue tolerance,” because it makes no

assumptions about the site of the underlying changes. This point will be consid-

ered in greater detail in section IV.

B. Measurement of Tolerance

1. VARIETIES OF TECHNIQUE. Since tolerance involves a change in the relation

between the dose of a drug and the effect which it produces, any method suitable

for measuring the acute effect should, in principle, be suitable for measuring the
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acquisition of tolerance. In practice this is not always true, because tolerance does

not necessarily develop at an equal rate to all the actions of a given drug. How-

ever, the assortment of useful methods is very large indeed.

Physiological measures have ranged from such gross indices as change in mini-

mum lethal dose or LD5O (154, 163, 234, 300) to the very fine and sensitive

changes in critical flicker frequency (157, 393). Spontaneous frequencies in the

electroencephalogram (EEG) and response to photic stimulation (23, 93, 164,

395, 400) as well as the drug threshold and duration of electrical silence in the

EEG (358, 383) have been used. Tolerance to various general depressants and

anticonvulsants has been measured by the change in their effects on the thresh-

olds for seizures induced by electroshock or pentylenetetrazole (3, 38, 39, 64, 115,

172, 362).

Perhaps the most commonly used indices for tolerance to depressant drugs are

the time of induction and the duration of loss of righting reflex in animals (10,

163, 223, 234, 320), or duration of sleep in man (18). With somewhat lower doses

which permit evaluation of drug effects on neuromuscular function, tolerance has

been studied by means of various tests involving the ability of an animal to climb

a pole (6), to remain on a tilted surface (7, 199) or a rotating narrow rod (73, 178),

or to walk along a narrow elevated board (278, 310) without falling off. In man,

the proprioceptive component of these tasks has been used separately, in the form

of a quantified Romberg test of static ataxia (126).

For other classes of psychotropic drug, characterized by different physiological

actions, other measures have been more appropriate in the study of tolerance.

These have included thresholds for elicitation of tendon reflexes (315, 316), regu-

lation of body temperature (316, 328, 368), food intake (369), pupillary diameter

(315, 316), blood pressure and pulse rate (315, 316) and baroceptor reflexes (56,

219). There is no a priori reason why positional nystagmus, spinal reflexes of

various types, or any other function on which a dose-dependent effect is demon-

strable, could not be used for the same purpose.

Other behavioral tests of many different types have been used to measure the

acute effects of drugs in man and in experimental animals. These may be classed

roughly as tests of motor performance, sensory acuity, perception and discrimina-

tion, cognitive function, affect and mood. It is clearly beyond the scope of this

review to consider these methods in detail; this has been done by various other

reviewers (24, 117, 354, 382). One refinement which has been successfully em-

ployed recently is to study tolerance to one drug by observing the change in its

effect on a behavior pattern induced by another drug, e.g., tolerance to the effect

of butyrophenone on amphetamine-induced stereotypy in mice (328). It is sufli-

cient to point out that studies of tolerance have successfully employed many of

these diverse tests both in man and in experimental animals. Specific examples

are cited throughout the review.

2. ATTRIBUTES OF GOOD METHODS. In general the most useful methods are those

yielding measures which: 1) are sensitive to small dose increments over the effec-

tive dose range of the drug; 2) are reproducible, and stable in the sense that they

are subject to little uncontrolled variation either within or between observation

periods; 3) permit identification and analysis of the components of the response
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affected by the drug; and 4) are continuously variable rather than quantal or dis-

crete.

Quantal or discrete responses are obtained in those tests in which only a single

endpoint is possible. The rota-rod test of motor performance in rats or mice (73),

for example, involves placing the animal on a thick rod which rotates about its
longitudinal axis at constant speed. The test runs for a set time, and the animal

is scored as either staying on the rod for the full time, or falling off. To establish a

dose-response curve, therefore, it is necessary to have a sufficiently large number

of animals at each dose to permit a statistically valid estimate of the proportion
which fall off. A simpler version of the test consists of placing a rat at the middle

of a fixed rod 1 m long and 1 cm thick, and observing whether it can successfully

reach either end (278). The chimney-climbing test (22) and tests of lethality are

other examples of quantal approach.
In contrast, a recent modification of the rota-rod test (178) consists of applying

a constant acceleration to the motor which rotates the rod, so that each animal

will eventually reach a point at which it falls off. That point can be measured on
a continuous scale of time or speed of rotation. An analogous transformation can

be made in the inclined plane test. As a test of muscle paralysis produced by
meprobamate (199), it was used in quantal fashion by recording whether each

animal was able to remain for 10 sec on a board set at a fixed tilt of 400 from
horizontal. It was employed to give a continuously variable response (7) by tilt-
ing the board at constant angular velocity and measuring the angle at which the

rat began to slide off. This type of measurement permits more precision, flexi-
bility and economy of tests in establishing a dose-response relationship, and most

recent workers have preferred such techniques.

Much valuable information, with respect to acute effects of ethanol as well as
to tolerance, was obtained by Newman and his colleagues (283-287) by the use

of what may be called a quasi-quantitative technique, which provided results in
the form of apparently continuously variable behavioral scores. The observers
became skilled at discriminating different degrees of motor impairment in dogs,

ranging from slight unsteadiness of gait to complete inability to stand. They
ranked these in order of increasing severity, assigned numerical ratings from 1

to 10, and used the numerals as scores to be plotted against alcohol dose or al-

cohol concentration in the blood. This procedure assumes that each interval in

the rating scale represents an equal increment of impairment of the motor system,

but this was never shown to be true.
Among the more widely used techniques which do employ genuinely continu-

ous measurement scales are sleeping time (9, 74,272, 360, 383), the inclined plane
test (7, 185), tests of spontaneous (25, 128, 301) and forced locomotor activity
(127), shuttlebox avoidance (33, 160,256, 352) and operant bar-pressing on single

(6, 36, 311, 312, 333) and multiple (331, 387) schedules of reinforcement.
3. BASIS OF SELECTION. With such a wide variety of techniques available, the

selection of methods for a particular study of drug tolerance at times appears

somewhat arbitrary. However, the range of appropriate choices may be narrowed
by use of a few general principles.

The first is appropriateness of the dose range within which a particular test is
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applicable. Measurement of LD5O, for example, involves doses which are much

above those used to develop tolerance to some drugs. Tolerance to opiates is of

such magnitude that an escalating scale of dosage, as used to develop tolerance

in behavioral effects, does indeed go far beyond the normal LD5O (163) so that

increase in LD5O is also an appropriate index of tolerance. With ethanol, barbitu-

rates and many other types of drug, however, the maximal degree of functional

tolerance which can be attained is rather small (see below). Administration of

single, near-lethal doses of certain barbiturates may cause irreversible neuro-
logical damage (216), and repeated daily administration of comparable doses of

ethanol causes rapid deterioration in the general state of the animals (205).

Chronic experiments therefore involve smaller doses. This may be one reason why
very little increase in the minimum lethal dose of ethanol (234) or the LD5O of

barbiturates (138) has been observed. An alternative explanation is suggested in
section IV C.

A second factor to be considered is that some of the possible measurement pro-
cedures, such as those involving unit recording at various levels in the nervous

system (79,327), involve surgical intervention which makes it impossible to study

the same animal more than once. Tolerance would then have to be assessed by
comparing the measured effects of a drug in different groups of animals, before

and after chronic administration. This increases greatly both the difficulty of the
experiment and the variability of results.

Specificity of the phenomenon is another important consideration. Change of
food or water intake during chronic administration and withdrawal of barbitu-
rates (86, 161) or ethanol (340) is a non-specific indication of the subject’s general
state of well-being. There may be depression of food intake during the initial

stage of drug action before tolerance has developed, and also during drug with-

drawal. In contrast, food intake is relatively specifically diminished by ampheta-

mine and related compounds (212), and hyperorexia occurs during withdrawal

(214, 348). Therefore food intake would be a rather insensitive index for studying

tolerance to depressants, but is quite appropriate for the amphetamines (26, 145,

212, 369).

A final consideration in the choice of methods is the purpose for which the study

is intended. Relatively crude but simple methods, such as change in LD5O, or

rough scoring of ataxia, may be quite adequate for qualitative answers as to

whether or not tolerance occurs. In contrast, a kinetic study of the rate of de-

velopment of tolerance, especially during treatment with moderate doses, requires

a technique which is objectively quantifiable and able to discriminate between

the effects of small dose increments.

C. Identification of type

As noted in section II A, the measurement of tolerance may give little or no

clue concerning its cause. To differentiate dispositional tolerance from functional

tolerance, it is necessary to relate the effect to the concentration of the drug in

the blood or brain, rather than to the administered dose. Earlier chemical meth-

ods of drug analysis required samples of a size which could be conveniently and
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repeatedly obtained only from large animals. In smaller animals cardiac puncture

or decapitation was needed, and for some drugs it was necessary to pool blood

from several animals (156). This would obviously be a serious difficulty in any

experiment in which the subjects required extensive training on a behavioral task

to be used for the study of drug effects. It is not surprising, therefore, that rela-

tively few of the older studies of drug tolerance included measurement of potent

drugs in body fluids or tissues.

More modern approaches to drug analysis include gas chromatographic (139,

222), immunochemical (194), fluorescent (123, 220), enzymatic (41, 349), and

other methods (386). Many of these are so sensitive and accurate that they

can be performed repeatedly on a single rat during one period of drug action, or

during the development of tolerance to ethanol (225) or pentobarbital (251).

However, the difficulty in measuring such drugs as LSD and tetrahydrocannabi-

nol in body fluids and tissues still impedes the study of tolerance to these agents.

D. Dispositional tolerance

1. ABSORPTION, DISTRIBUTION AND EXCRETION. (a) Changes during chronic

treatment. The literature on ethanol in relation to this topic has been reviewed

recently (184, 388, 389). It is now quite clear that ethanol can be absorbed

through any mucosal or serosal surface by simple diffusion, and is rapidly dis-

tributed in the same manner throughout all body water, including the cerebro-

spinal fluid. Absorption is more rapid in the small intestine than in the stomach,

so that delay in gastric emptying tends to slow the absorption. After chronic

administration the rate of ethanol absorption from the gastrointestinal tract is

normal or even increased, perhaps because adaptation to it results in less delay

in gastric emptying (104, 105, 226, 283, 370). There is little doubt that ethanol

tolerance does not result from reduced absorption. This appears to be equally

true of isopropanol (228), and methanol (221).

The suggestion (248) that tolerance might arise through reduced entry of

ethanol into the brain has been disproven by direct measurements, which have

shown equal concentrations of ethanol in the brains of normal and tolerant ani-

mals after administration of equal doses (226, 233). The concentration of ethanol

in the cerebrospinal fluid after a test dose rose slightly more rapidly in alcoholic

patients than in non-alcoholics (104, 105), reflecting the more rapid rise in blood

level, and confirming the absence of a diffusion barrier to alcohol even after

chronic ingestion.

Similarly, tolerance cannot be explained by increased elimination of ethanol

in the urine, breath and sweat. Elimination by these routes is also a process of

simple physical diffusion (184, 388), and is therefore a function of the blood

ethanol level. Excretion rates in tolerant subjects have been found to be either

normal or reduced (287, 302). Reduction could be explained by an increased rate

of metabolism of ethanol, with a corresponding reduction of the total area under

the alcoholemia-time curve; this possibffity is considered below.

The possibility of reduced absorption as a factor in the development of toler-

ance to barbiturates and other drugs does not appear to have been considered
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seriously. Perhaps this indicates a greater degree of sophistication in the study of

newer drugs, as a result of the experience gained in the earlier investigation of

ethanol. The only available evidence is indirect. Butler et at. (31) found that in

people with clear signs of tolerance to phenobarbital the blood levels conformed

to the predicted values based on the assumption of complete absorption and

first-order elimination. Since other evidence (see below) shows that elimination

of unmetabolizable barbiturates does not change during chronic administration,

by inference the absorption must also be normal.

The levels of NC-activity in brain, plasma and urine at various times after in-

jection of ‘4C-barbit.al were found to be unaltered in rats which had become tol-

erant as a result of daily injection of increasing doses of barbital over a period

of 13 to 36 days (74). This is the only reasonably complete study reported. How-

ever, the results reported by two other groups raise a question about its applica-

bility to all barbiturates. Timar et al. (367) also administered ‘4C-barbital to con-

trol rats and to others treated with barbital or phenobarbital for 8 or 15 days.

Although their results are not presented with adequate detail about numbers

and variability, they suggest a lower brain: blood ratio of ‘4C activity in the

chronically treated animals than in the controls, 24 hr after the injection.

A similar relationship is suggested by the mean concentrations of pentobarbi-

tal in plasma and brain, 20 mm after injection of a 50 mg/kg dose (29). The

brain: serum ratio appeared to be reduced by about one-third in animals pre-

treated with phenobarbital for 4 days (29). Admittedly this suggestion is based

on the ratio of group mean values for blood and brain, rather than the mean of

ratios in individual animals. However, when the variance is small, as in the study

cited (29), the ratio of the means approaches the mean ratio fairly closely. There-

fore the possibffity of altered distribution cannot be dismissed out of hand.

One suggestion has been made (215) that increased tolerance to barbital in a

single dog was due, at least in part, to an increase in the rate of urinary excretion

of unchanged barbital. This claim was based on the finding that barbital excre-

tion continued for some 10 days following temporary interruption of administra-

tion early in the experiment, but continued for only 3 days when administration

was finally stopped after 7 months. However, the total barbital output during

the 3 days was much too small to account for the drug administered even on the

last day, and there appeared to be a marked oliguria during the week after with-

drawal. Since no barbital metabolites were found, and the administered drug
could not be accounted for, it is unwarranted to conclude that excretion was

more rapid.

A similar disagreement is noted in the few studies of distribution of minor

tranquilizers in tolerant animals. Rats given daily injections of meprobamate

for periods varying from 1 to 20 days showed increasing degrees of tolerance

with increasing length of treatment, but the brain: serum ratio (i.e., the ratio

of mean values for brain and serum) of meprobamate concentration remained

virtually constant (198). In contrast the data of Hoogland et al. (155) on the

distribution of chlordiazepoxide-2-14C in the tissues of tolerant and non-tolerant

rats again suggest that the brain: plasma ratio is consistently about one-third
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lower in the tolerant animals throughout a 4-hr period after injection of the

test dose.

We have found only one study (345) of tissue distribution of amphetamine, at

1 and 4 hr after injection of dl-3H-amphetamine into tolerant and non-tolerant

cats. The data are insufficient to provide a valid statistical estimate of varia-

bility, but there does not appear to be any difference between the two groups.

No distribution studies on phenothiazines, antidepressants, tetrahydrocan-

nabinol (THC), LSD, mescaline, or other hallucinogenic substances appear to
have been carried out so far in tolerant subjects. In view of the prolonged reten-

tion of chlorpromazine, THC, and some of the other substances in the body at

the same time that tolerance occurs, it is perhaps surprising that such studies
have not been done.

(b) Possible significance of altered distribution. As noted above, the evidence

for a reduced brain: blood or brain: plasma ratio of drug distribution as a con-
comitant of tolerance to barbiturates and chlordiazepoxide is scant and at best

suggestive. Nevertheless it should not be overlooked. it is conceivable that

chronic administration of these drugs can induce the synthesis not only of the

hepatic microsomal enzymes which metabolize them, but also of non-specific

binding sites including plasma proteins. Similar suggestions were made many
years ago by Ehrlich (329) and Santesson (323) and more recently in the form of

postulated “silent receptors” (44).
A given plasma concentration of the drug might then correspond to a lower

concentration of free diffusible drug in the tolerant than the non-tolerant sub-

ject. Although this seems hardly likely to be a major factor in the development

of tolerance, it underlines the importance of measuring drug levels in the brain

whenever possible in the study of tolerance.

2. METABOLISM. A number of excellent reviews on the metabolism of ethanol

have appeared in the past few years (236, 240, 241, 325, 380, 389), to which the

reader is referred for detailed information. Our concern here is only with the

question of the role which changes in metabolism might play in the production

of tolerance.

(a) Rate of metabolism. An increase in the rate of ethanol metabolism as a result
of prolonged administration has been reported by many investigators, while

many others have found no change or a decrease (for references, see 149, 380,
389). Controversy has continued, but recent work (196, 207, 237, 379) has teiided

to confirm the view that chronic ingestion of ethanol leads to an increase in the

rate of its metabolism unless overt liver disease supervenes. It seems likely,

therefore, that disagreement about an increase in rate of ethanol metabolism

during chronic exposure results from differences in diet and schedule of alcohol

administration, with consequent differences in hepatic biochemistry (205).

Since the alcohol dehydrogenase activity of the liver cytoplasm has long been

considered the major determinant of the rate of ethanol metabolism, it is not

surprising that the same disagreement exists about the effect of chronic ethanol

treatment on alcohol dehydrogenase activity as on the rate of ethanol metab-

olism (149, 276, 381). The reasons for the disagreement may be the same as
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noted above. An alternative explanation is suggested by the recent finding (379)

that dinitrophenol increases the rate of ethanol metabolism in slices of normal

rat liver, but does not enhance further the increased rate found in slices from rats

made tolerant to ethanol. In the latter, the increase in rate of metabolism may

result, at. least in part, from an increase in the rate of NADH2 oxidation by liver

mitochondria as the final stage of the pathway initiated by alcohol dehydrogen-

ase. However, our concern at this point is with extent, rather than with the

mechanism of increase.

The metabolism of a wide range of other psychoactive agents, including bar-

biturates, other hypnotics and sedatives, major and minor tranquilizers and anti-

histaminics, is known to be capable of rapid and substantial increase by induction

of hepatic microsomal drug-metabolising systems. Excellent reviews of this

subject have appeared within the last few years (30, 47, 307), and the reader is

referred to these for details. It is sufficient for the purposes of the present review

to recall only the main conclusions.

The duration of action of hexobarbital, pentobarbital, amobarbital and other

intermediate- or short-acting barbiturates, glutethimide, meprobamate, chlordi-

azepoxide and various other drugs is determined mainly by the rate at which

they are metabolized by the hepatic microsomal mixed-function oxidase system.

On repeated administration, many of these drugs act as inducers of the microso-

mal system, and so increase the rate of their own metabolism. In addition, since

this microsomal system has a low order of substrate specificity, its induction by

one drug enhances the rate of metabolism of many other drugs, giving rise to

metabolic cross-tolerance. Among the effective inducers of microsomal drug

metabolism are substances which may form an unintentional and unrecognized

part of the experimental treatment, such as terpenes contained in soft-wood

shavings used for bedding the experimental animals (101, 375) or pesticide resi-

dues in food (146-148). The quantitative importance of such metabolic tolerance

or cross-tolerance varies with drug, species, sex, age, and experimental condi-
tions. It is important to note that the occurrence of this form of tolerance does

not preclude the simultaneous development of functional tolerance (198, 338).

Some drugs undergo fairly complex sequences of metabolic conversion, effected

by enzyme systems which respond differently to chronic administration of the

drugs. For example, chlorpromazine gives rise to at least eight metabolites in the

rat (82) but only one of these (chlorpromazine sulfoxide primary amine) is formed

in increased amount in the tolerant animal. This is offset by a reduced excretion

of the sulfoxide. The total urinary excretion of chlorpromazine and its metabo-

lites is therefore unchanged and the fecal excretion is actually reduced in the

tolerant animal. Thus, even though chiorpromazine is an effective inducer of

hepatic microsomal metabolism of other drugs (200,201,391), and its metabolism

is induced by phenobarbital pretreatment (317), it does not cause significant

induction of its own.
Tolerance to LSD-25 is developed extremely rapidly, three or four consecutive

daily doses being enough to abolish all response (40, 113, 398). There are no data

available yet, to indicate whether increased rate of metabolism plays any role
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in this process. The fact that LSD-tolerant subjects are cross-tolerant to mesca-
line (14, 275, 398), psilocybin (166), N ,N-dimethyltryptamine (315), and p-

bromomethamphetamine (209), but not to amphetamine (316) suggests that the

tolerance is related to the mechanism of action rather than to drug metabolism.

Repeated daily administration of rather large doses of tetrahydrocannabinol

has recently been shown to give rise to tolerance at different rates in rats, mice

(21, 279) and pigeons (262, 263). Identification of the nature of this tolerance is

not yet possible, for reasons to be discussed later. However, one suggestion of a

metabolic component arises from the observation that the injection of SKF-

525A into a dog which had developed tolerance resulted in restoration of the

effects of �‘-THC (66). Since this was a single instance, so far unconfirmed, it

cannot be considered more than a suggestion. Moreover, prevention of drug

metabolism should at least partially overcome functional tolerance as well as

metabolic tolerance, by raising the effective drug concentration.

Although there has been considerable research devoted to the metabolic path-

ways of amphetamine and related compounds in man and other species, no study

appears to have been made of possible changes in their metabolism in relation

to amphetamine tolerance. SKF-525A given 40 to 45 min before amphetamine

has been found to decrease the urinary excretion of p-hydroxyamphetamine in

the rat by about 90% (51), and of total metabolites by about 20% (19). Pretreat-

ment with phenobarbital for 5 to 6 days, ending 24 hr before the amphetamine

was given, was reported to cause a significant increase in the excretion of metab-

olites (19, 235) but two other groups (51, 137) found no increase after 3 to 4
days’ pretreatment with either phenobarbitone or benzo[a]pyrene. This discrep-

ancy has not yet been explained, and leaves uncertain the question of whether

amphetamine might act as an inducer of its own metabolism, and thus con-

tribute to the development of tolerance.

(b) Significance of increased rate of metabolism. In most of the studies cited

above, in which metabolic tolerance has been demonstrated, its extent has been

rather small. For example, the maximum increases in rate of metabolism of

ethanol (197, 237, 379) and of meprobamate (199) are of the order of 60 to 100%

of the control rate. Even the largest increases in rate of microsomal metabolism

of barbiturates in vitro, which do not necessarily parallel exactly the rate of

metabolism in vivo, are about 100 to 200% of the control rate in male rats (308,

355), and dogs (309).

The effect of such increases on the apparent drug effect in vivo depends on

how the effect is measured. For example, assuming a 60 to 100% increase in the
rate of ethanol metabolism, the concentration of ethanol in the blood after a

given dose in tolerant subjects would be expected to return to zero in one-half

to two-thirds the time required in normals. Other things being equal, the total

duration of exposure of the nervous system, and of the period of intoxication,

should be shortened accordingly. However, the typical blood alcohol curve in

the fasting subject (184, 388) shows its maximum concentration at 30 to 60 mm

after oral ingestion of a small or moderate dose, and up to 120 min or later after

a large dose. In the rat, metabolizing ethanol at a normal rate of about 275 mg/
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kg/hr, a 100% increase would mean a rate of about 0.5 g/kg/hr, so that one-

fourth of a 2 g/kg dose could be metabolized by the time the peak level would
normally be reached. This should result in a slightly lower and earlier peak level

than in the previously untreated animal, and could thus contribute to a slight

reduction in observed behavioral effects. The larger the dose, the lower would

be the proportional reduction in peak height.

After intraperitoneal injection of 2 g/kg or less, the peak blood alcohol level

is reached within minutes, and the maximum behavioral impairment on the

treadmill test appears at 10 to 15 mm (225). Under these conditions, increased

metabolism would make no appreciable difference to the maximum effect, since

even a 100% increase would mean that not more than 0.1 g/kg could be metab-
olized in that time.

Similar considerations apply to the actions of barbiturates, meprobamate,

chlordiazepoxide, and other drugs for which metabolic tolerance is demonstrable.

This is especially true in experimental animals, to which the drugs are most com-

monly given by intraperitoneal or intravenous injection. Therefore metabolic

tolerance cannot explain increases in the time taken for loss of righting reflex in

tolerant animals, or the failure of some of them to lose the reflex at all in a dose
which is effective in controls (56, 135, 138, 189), since onset of “sleep” normally

occurs within 5 mm of drug administration. The same consideration applies to

other drug effects which are measured within minutes of drug administration

(225, 358, 383). In contrast, shortening of the duration of “sleep” is quite con-

sistent with increased drug metabolism (308, 355).

In summary, increased rate of drug metabolism could possibly account for a

slight reduction in the maximum pharmacological effect measured after oral

administration of small doses, but would have negligible influence on the early

effects found after large doses or after parenteral administration. On the other

hand, it would be expected to contribute significantly to a shortening of the

duration of drug effect.

(c) Changes in pathways of metabolism. Possible changes in the pathways of
ethanol metabolism in tolerant individuals are of interest for another reason.
It has long been known that ethanol-tolerant subjects also show increased toler-

anceto barbiturates, volatile anesthetics and a variety of other drugs with more

or less similar actions. Recently it has been proposed that this cross-tolerance

may result from the ability of hepatic microsomal enzyme systems to metabolize

both ethanol and the other drugs in question (237, 238, 291, 318), and to be in-

duced by chronic treatment with either ethanol or these other drugs. In support

of this view, it has been reported that not only pentobarbital and meprobamate

(274), but also tolbutamide and various other drugs (197) are metabolized more

rapidly after chronic intake of ethanol.

However, several other groups (170, 206, 313) have presented evidence sug-

gesting that the metabolism of ethanol by liver microsomes is an artifactual

result of tissue homogenization and does not occur in invo. Other reports are con-

sistent with this suggestion: inhibitors and inducers of drug metabolism were

found to have no effect on the rate of ethanol disappearance in vivo (204, 208,
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364), and chronic ethanol pretreatment did not affect pentobarbital metabolism

in vivo or by liver slices (189). Destruction of the hepatic microsomal ethanol-

oxidizing system by a single dose of carbon tetrachloride which left the alcohol

dehydrogenase activity intact, had no effect on in vivo ethanol metabolism in the

rat (207).

The apparent contradiction may be explained in part by the fact that one re-

port of metabolic cross-tolerance (197) was based on a study of alcoholic patients,

rather than subjects to whom alcohol was given experimentally. A substantial

proportion of alcoholics are also heavy users of barbiturates and other drugs

(65), some of which may be very effective inducers of hepatic microsomal sys-
tems involved in drug metabolism (47).

Another possible explanation may be that the microsomal mixed function
oxidase (MMFO) system may not be the rate-limiting step in the metabolism
of some of the drugs which have been tested. Tolbutamide, for example, is con-

verted to hydroxytolbutamide, which is further oxidized by hepatic alcohol
dehydrogenase (258). Since the latter can be increased by chronic administration

of ethanol (149, 196, 205, 237, 379) it might account for the faster disappearance

of tolbutamide (197). Similar considerations might apply to pentobarbital and

meprobamate.

Moreover, the fact that the rate of metabolism of these drugs in vivo is reduced

by the simultaneous administration of ethanol (274) cannot be taken as evidence

of competition for the MMFO system. Ethanol was found to inhibit the hydrox-
ylation of amphetamine acutely in vivo (51), but the disagreement about induc-

tion of amphetamine hydroxylation by phenobarbital, noted above, and the

failure to demonstrate this hydroxylation with hepatic microsomes in vitro (69),

raise doubts that the ethanol effect is exerted on the microsomal system.

In summary the bulk of evidence presently available suggests that ethanol is

not ‘metabolized to a significant extent by liver microsomal enzyme systems, and

that mutual induction of this system is probably not an important factor in

cross-tolerance between ethanol and other psychoactive drugs.

E. Functianal tolerance

1. INThODUCTION. Most of the extant literature makes a distinction between

acute and chronic tolerance. This suggests that, regardless of mechanism, toler-

ance can be developed at different rates. Indeed, under appropriate conditions

tolerance can occur within hours or even minutes.

The term acute has at least two possible meanings. One concept of acute tol-

erance is that which occurs after one exposure to the drug. This is usually deter-

mined by two tests on the same group of animals, or by group comparisons before
and after one treatment. Acute tolerance is also used to indicate changes in

sensitivity to a drug within the duration of one continuous drug exposure. The

two meanings perhaps can be considered conceptually distinct. The former is

clearly on a continuum of tolerance after n exposures to the drug, where n can

range from 1 to infinity. The fundamental distinction to be made, then, is be-

tween intrasessional adaptation (acute tolerance) and intersessional adaptation
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(chronic tolerance). The empirical and mechanistic relationship between them

must be investigated in greater depth.
The methods of study of functional tolerance are quite similar in the. case of

acute and chronic tolerance. Since the study of acute tolerance requires that at

least two comparisons between drug concentration and effect be made within a

single drug session, it is more difficult to do than parallel chronic studies. Usually

in the latter type, a single comparison between drug concentration and effect is

made either at the same point of maximum effect or at the same fixed time after

drug administration. The data to be discussed below suggest that much could be

learned by applying the acute study approach to chronic study designs.

2. ACUTE TOLERANCE. Mellanby (266) was the first to report that the degree

of impairment was greater at a given ethanol concentration in the rising portion

of the blood alcohol curve than at the same concentration in the descending

part of the curve. This has been confirmed repeatedly, with a wide range of

physiological and behavioral measures of alcohol effect (8, 35, 126, 357). Harger

and Forney (144) have pointed out that 1�’Iellanby measured ethanol levels in

venous blood from the arm. During the rising phase of the alcohol curve, i.e.,

while absorption and distribution are still proceeding, skin and muscle equili-

brate with the blood much less rapidly than thebrain does (for references, see 184).

The venous blood in the limbs at this stage has a lower alcohol concentration

than arterial blood or brain. They believe, therefore, that the “Mellanby phe-

nomenon” results from this imbalance of alcohol distribution rather than from

acute tolerance.

The same objection could also be raised against the observations (34, 76, 187,

242, 284) that a greater degree of functional disturbance is produced at a given
blood ethanol concentration when that concentration is reached rapidly, than

when it is reached slowly. By infusing the same total dose of ethanol intrave-

nously at different rates, Gostomzyk et at. (133) showed that the arteriovenous

concentration difference in the limbs is greater, the more rapid the infusion.

An acute tolerance to glutethimide has been reported (55) on the basis of

evidence similar to that originally advanced by Mellanby in relation to ethanol.
Smooth tracking eye movements returned at a drug concentration in venous

blood which was higher than that at which they had been suppressed. With a

small dose, the effect was small or even absent by the time the peak blood con-

centration was reached. The same objections raised by Harger and Forney (144)

about the early work with ethanol apply equally to this study. However, the

drug was given by mouth and was probably absorbed relatively slowly. In view

of the alcohol distribution studies by Gostomzyk et at. (133), it seems unlikely

that there was a substantial difference between concentrations in brain and in

venous blood under these conditions, but it is impossible to be certain.
However, this criticism does not apply to certain other experiments. Ethanol-

induced diuresis, resulting from inhibition of the secretion of vasopressin, oc-

curred only while the concentration of ethanol in the blood was rising, and dis-

appeared when the level was kept high but steady by repeated small doses (77).

Similarly, Mirsky et al. (273) made repeated intravenous injections of ethanol
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into hepatectomized rabbits, in which metabolism was virtually abolished, so

that the blood alcohol level could be kept practically constant for a long time.

They found that ear-drop and nystagmus gradually disappeared despite the

continuing alcohol level. A new injection produced a new plateau, with return

of the signs of intoxication followed by gradual disappearance again, despite

blood alcohol concentrations of up to 400 mg/100 ml. Heidelmann et al. (150)

have reported that the cutaneous vasodilatation produced by ethanol is also

seen only during the rising part of the blood alcohol curve.

Evidence of acute tolerance to paraldehyde, thiopental, pentobarbital, and

trichiorethanol as well as to ethanol was found by Maynert and Klingman (257).

They administered 4 or 5 different dose levels of each drug to groups of dogs, in

a random order, at intervals of 1 to 2 weeks. The plasma concentration of the

drug was measured in jugular venous blood; at least in the case of ethanol, this

is known to come rapidly into equilibrium with the brain (184). The results for

all 5 drugs were consistent in showing that as the initial dose was increased, the

plasma concentration at the time of disappearance of ataxia increased signifi-

cantly until a dose producing clinical anesthesia (5 median ataxic doses) was

reached. Above this level further increases in dose were not accompanied by in-

creases in plasma concentration at the termination of drug effect. The data in-

dicated that the observed tolerance developed quite rapidly. For some of the

drugs a significant increase in tolerance resulted from an elevation in dose which

increased the total duration of measured effect by only 5 or 10 mm. In addition,

it was found that the maximum amount of tolerance which could be produced

acutely to trichlorethanol developed within 40 mm and that a substantial in-

crease in the duration of drug effect by administration of supplementary doses

did not result in a higher level of tolerance than when a single large dose was

given.

Comparable results were obtained by Brodie et at. (27), and Dundee et at. (72)

in studies of acute tolerance to thiopental in man. When the drug was admin-

istered for short periods there was a positive correlation between size of induction

dose and plasma level of thiopental at the time of awakening. As noted by May-

nert and Klingman (257) these findings seem consistent with their own and with

the suggestion that acute adaptation to the effects of the drug develops rapidly

and in direct proportion either to the peak concentration reached in the brain

or to the intensity of the depression caused by the drug. They quite correctly

add, however, that existing data do not permit one to choose between these

two possibilities. Future investigations of this problem will presumably include

in their design some provision for distinguishing between the effects of intensity

and duration of exposure of the target tissue in the development of acute toler-

ance. This question is discussed further in relation to chronic tolerance (section

II E 3c).

Loomis and West (239), by studying the effect of ethanol on human perform-

ance in a simulated driving test, concluded that there was no evidence of a

“Mellanby phenomenon” in relation to the objective measures of performance,

but that the subjective effects in some cases were perceived to be less intense
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after 3 to 5 hr at a maintained blood alcohol level. However, examination of

their data indicates that the blood alcohol level was relatively stable in 36 of

40 separate trials, and in 14 of these (such as in their fig. 1), there was some in-

dication of improved performance; this is practically the same proportion as

that reporting subjective improvement. Difficulties arise in the interpretation

of human studies of this type because it is almost impossible to control the level

of motivation. As the authors point out, the measured performance is subject

to the influence of sleepiness and loss of interest, which are common after-effects

of alcohol. When the subjects know that errors of performance in a simulated

task cannot harm them, it is difficult to be certain how much of the later effect

represents the direct action of the drug.

Subjective ratings are possibly less affected by changes in motivation, and it is

therefore interesting that data based on such ratings also indicate the develop-

ment of acute tolerance to ethanol (127). Intensity of subjective effects at the

time of the maximum blood alcohol concentration was plotted against that con-

centration for each subject, in separate experiments involving low and high

doses of ethanol. The regression line relating peak concentration to effect was

different in the two experiments; less effect was noted at the same blood aleohol

level in the high-dose experiment. Since more time was required to reach maxi-

mum level in the high-dose experiment, the findings are consistent with the idea

that there was more opportunity for acute tolerance to develop under, these

conditions.

The most direct proof of acute tolerance, however, is provided by correlation

of effects with actual concentration in the brain. Rats were trained to perform

the treadmill test (121) and were then tested at various times after the injection

of various doses of ethanol. Each animal was given a single 2-mm test wider

ethanol, and immediately afterward was decapitated and the brain removed for

analysis of ethanol concentration. Animals tested during the first 10 mm: after

injection showed significantly worse performance at a given brain alcohol.level

than those tested at 30 or 60 mm (226). The data are strongly indicative of the

rapid development of acute tolerance.

It has been reported very recently (385) that acute tolerance to ethanol in the

rat confers acute tolerance to hexobarbital at the same time. The threshold dose

of hexobarbital required to produce 1-sec suppression of EEG bursts was reduced

by ethanol, the extent of the reduction in threshold being directly proportional

to the concentration of ethanol in the blood. But the reduction in threshold was

consistently greater at a given alcohol level on the descending limb of the blood

ethanol curve than at the same level on the ascending limb. Further, the duration

of sleep produced by the threshold dose was considerably greater in the latter

case. The significance of this observation will be discussed in section IV C’.

In an experiment purporting to investigate acute tolerance to LSD-25, Freed-

man et at. (113) compared the lever-pressing performance of three groups of rats

on a fixed ratio schedule of reinforcement during a 32-mm test period follnwing:

1) the last of three 130 pg/kg doses, given 1 hr apart; 2) a single dose of 130
pg/kg; and 3) a single dose of 390 gig/kg. The measure of drug effect employed
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was the number of bar presses during the test period, expressed as a percentage

of the mean number during the four saline control sessions preceding the first

dose of LSD-25. Analysis of the data revealed that animals in the first group

were significantly less impaired than those in the third, but did not differ sig-

nificantly from those in the second. Given that the half-life of LSD-25 in the

rat is about 80 mm (25), a substantial proportion of the first two doses admin-

istered to group 1 would probably have been cleared from the body at the time

of the test. Consequently the results do not warrant the authors’ contention

that they show partial tolerance and that this can develop rapidly.

We are not aware of any other published experiments directed explicitly toward

an examination of the development of acute tolerance to the behavioral effects

of other hallucinogens, cannabis, stimulants of the amphetamine type, or major

or minor tranquilizers.

3. CHRONIC TOLERANCE. (a) Speed of production. It is commonly believed,

especially in clinical circles, that tolerance develops only after long exposure to

ethanol, barbiturates, or other drugs. This idea was perhaps most clearly enun-

ciated by Jellinek (174) in relation to ethanol, but is implicit in the design of

many experimental studies of tolerance to ethanol, barbiturates and other drugs

(25, 157, 286, 301) in which measurements were made only at long intervals or

after long periods of treatment. It is therefore of interest to note the times ac-

tually required.

Tolerance to ethanol has been observed after 2 to 3 weeks in people (1, 164,

268, 395), dogs (245), rabbits (2) and rats (225, 390). Still others have found it

to develop within a few days (153), while one group (78) reported it after only

one day, but did not present the actual experimental data on which the claim

is based.

Tolerance to so-called short- and intermediate-acting barbiturates such as

pentobarbital and amobarbital has been observed to begin in dogs in from 2 to

7 days (56, 97, 135, 138, 361), and in cats (171) and rabbits (103, 124, 138, 254)

in about the same period. It has been quite consistently reported to occur after

1 to 5 days in rats (9, 10, 138, 277, 288, 383) and mice (156, 319, 320). In man

it has been found to begin in 3 days, reaching a maximum in from 5 to 8.5 days

(18). Tolerance to long-acting barbiturates (barbital and phenobarbital) has

been noted in mice in from 4 to 14 days (115) and in rats (383), people (157)

and dogs (215) after 35 to 60 days. In man, EEG signs of tolerance to mepro-

bamate were noted after 1 week of treatment (63) and increased up to the 3rd

week (23). However, in most of these studies tolerance was demonstrated only

as a reduction in sleeping time or in intensity of effects, and it is impossible to

decide whether increased drug metabolism or nervous system adaptation was
involved.

The matter is easily settled, however. Actual measurements have shown higher

drug concentrations in brain or blood for a given degree of effect, in tolerant sub-

jects as compared to controls (31, 74, 115, 156, 198, 207a, 225, 310, 400).

A diminished behavioral response to chlorpromazine has been produced in rats

and dogs in 14 to 15 days (159, 255, 387) and mice exhibit tolerance to behavioral
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and physiological effects of promazine after 1 to 4 weeks of chronic administra-

tion (218, 368). Since metabolic tolerance does not appear to play a significant

role with these drugs, the times presumably correspond to those required for

central adaptive processes.

Reports concerning tolerance to amphetamines are quite contradictory. Some

investigators have found no tolerance to the effects on locomotor activity in

mice (265, 369), while others have found a disappearance of this effect with

methamphetamine in about 10 days (373). In the rat, tolerance to the effects of

d-amphetamine on operant behavior was found to develop in 7 to 30 days (331,

333), and on the anorexigenic effect in roughly the same time (145, 369) but not

to the effects on spontaneous motility (333, 369). In man, tolerance to the sub-

jective effects on mood and appetite has been detected in less than 2 weeks of

daily administration (316).

Tolerance to LSD-25 develops rapidly in man and other species. It has been

observed in rats after 5 to 7 daily administrations (6, 113, 352), in rabbits after

4 days (125) and in man in from 3 to 13 days (40, 165, 166). Similarily, rats

exhibit tolerance to bromolysergic acid, mescaline and psiocybin in from 2 to 7

days (6, 352) and people show a diminished response to psilocybin in from 1 to 2

weeks (166).

Despite the range of times noted, it is clear that tolerance can develop rapidly.

However, other drugs with actions closely similar to some of those mentioned

above may give rise to no tolerance at all. Perhaps the most striking instance is

cocaine. Early studies (70, 71, 363) indicated that daily administration of cocaine

to man, monkey, dog or rat resulted in an increase rather than a decrease in

sensitivity to cocaine and to ephedrine. This has been confirmed by later investi-

gations (140), and is in agreement with the reported lack of tolerance to the ef-

fects of cocaine on forced swimming activity or on a discrimination task moti-

vated by thirst (212).

It has also been reported that no tolerance develops to the effects of phen-

metrazine or of methylphenidate (265) on spontaneous behavior in mice, yet this

appears to be contradicted by the numerous clinical reports of large increases in

self-administered dosage, with daily ingestion of as much as 1750 mg of phen-

metrazine or 200 mg of methyiphenidate (191). So far no satisfactory explana-

tion of this discrepancy has been proposed. As noted above for amphetamine,

tolerance does not develop equally for all effects. Perhaps the effect of these drugs

on spontaneous movement in the rodent is an inappropriate index of those drug

actions underlying self-administration by man. This point will be considered

further in relation to models of tolerance and dependence.

(b) Extent of tolerance. The degree of tolerance produced by chronic drug treat-

ment varies not only with the method of investigation, but even more strikingly

with the type of drug used. It is much less for ethanol, barbiturates, other seda-

tives and tranquilizers than for opiates. In contrast, tolerance to amphetamines,

LSD and THC can be very great, and the subject may become quite refractory.

This probably reflects differences in the basic mechanisms of tolerance and

should give rise to a different type of alteration in the dose-response curve (fig.



1). Even if, as in the case of ethanol and pentobarbital, there is a parallel shift

of the dose-effect curve to the higher end of the dose scale (10, 225), there is some

difficulty in assessing the degree of tolerance. This can be expressed either as the

vertical separation of the two regression lines (i.e., the difference in effect at a

given dose), or the horizontal separation (i.e., the difference in dose required to

produce a given effect). The percentage change can vary considerably, depending

on which method of comparison and what points on the curves are selected

(fig. 1).

On theoretical grounds, when dealing with a horizontal displacement of the

curve one should express tolerance in terms of horizontal separation at a fixed
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FIG. 1. Diagrammatic illustration of possible changes in dose-response curves associated

with tolerance. The lower curve (“tachyphylaxis”) is consistent with depletion of a re-
sponse mechanism. The middle curve (“tolerant”) indicates a parallel shift of the dose-

response curve consistent with functional tolerance. If tolerance is expressed as the increase
in dose required to produce a given effect, then the horizontal shift as measured at A, B

and C is the same, about 0.16 log units in each case. When tolerance is expressed as decrease

in effect at a given dose, this corresponds to reductions of 30%, 44% and 65% at A’, B’ and
C’ respectively. A single measurement of the reduction at C’, coinciding with the point of
intersection of the “tolerant” and “tachyphylaxis” curves, would obviously give no indi-

cation that two fundamentally different mechanisms might be involved. The use of a single
test dose at an unknown point in the dose-response curve may explain many of the apparent
differences in tolerance to the same drug found by different investigators.
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reference point on the response axis. In many studies, however, the shape of the

dose-response curve is unknown. With some processes the curves are clearly

not simple in either shape or sign (67, 186, 261, 397). In such cases the assess-

ment of degree of tolerance is rendered more difficult. If dose-response curves

are not known or given, the only figure that can be extracted from the data is the

change of effect at a given dose. It should be recognized, however, that the change

may be markedly influenced by the initial value of baseline measures.

In the case of ethanol, only two studies (225, 286) give complete dose-response

curves. In both, the increase in dose required for half-maximal effect was of the

order of 30 to 50%. One full dose-response study with pentobarbital (10), indi-

cated increases of about 40% for female rats and 12% for males. For other drugs,

there is a remarkable deficiency of such complete studies. The types of data

available are illustrated in table 1.

(c) Effect of drug dose. Drug dose can affect both the degree of tolerance and

the speed of its production. Most studies of tolerance have been designed pri-

marily to demonstrate only its presence or absence; parametric studies of the

influence of drug dose are clearly needed. An important variable in such studies

is the route of administration. The level in the blood or brain produced by a given

dose of drug varies considerably with different routes (17, 50, 184). Because of

secondary effects on absorption and distribution, the level in the brain may not

be strictly proportional to the dose. For example the blood ethanol curve fol-

lowing gastric administration of the same dose of ethanol differs substantially

depending on the concentration of the ethanol solution, because of effects on

gastric emptying (187).

Study of the effect of dose on rate of tolerance development is complicated by

the time of exposure, since a larger dose almost inevitably increases both the

maximum concentration and the effective duration of drug exposure. It is difficult

to design an experiment to separate these factors, if the drug is not one to which

a specific antagonist exists. One possible approach might be to vary the duration

of effect for a given dose by means of hemodialysis, forced diuresis, change of

urinary pH, or induction of drug metabolism by agents devoid of action on the

nervous system. If successful, this would permit a quantitative assessment of

the relative contributions of dose and duration.
Partial results in a single species make it clear that tolerance to ethanol de-

velops more rapidly with higher doses. Rats trained on the treadmill test de-

veloped maximum tolerance within 19 to 22 days, on a schedule of increasing

daily dosage rising gradually from 3 to 9 g/kg during the whole period (225).

Other rats performing the same test developed the same maximum tolerance in

13 to 16 days when given 6 g/kg/day from the outset (223).

Aston (9) has examined the relationship between dose of pentobarbital and

magnitude of tolerance development. Groups of rats were injected with one of

five different dose levels of the drug ranging from 25 to 45 mg/kg, and 24 hr

later were given a second dose of 40 mg/kg. All five groups showed a significantly

shorter mean sleeping time on the second day than that of a group given 40

mg/kg without pretreatment. Moreover, the degree of tolerance was found to be

directly proportional to the size of the tolerance-inducing (first) dose.



* In this experiment, tolerance was determined as the change in drug dose or concentra-

tion of drug in the serum which provided 50% protection against a standard electrocon-
vulsive stimulus. In all other cases cited, tolerance is given as the reduction in effect pro-
duced by a given dose, so that the maximum tolerance cannot exceed 100%.

TABLE 1

155

Development of tolerance to psychotropic drugs in various species

Drug SPCCI�S
Time of

Measurement Extent of Tolerance Reference

%

Barbiturate Dog 6 weeks 43-57 215

Dog 2 days 50 97
Dog 4-7 days 60-100 135
Dog 5-7 days 43-64 138

Guinea pig 4 weeks 60 32
Mouse 5-6 days 50 156
Mouse 5 days 23-27 320
Mouse 4-14 days 150�327� 115

Rabbit 2-3 days 50 103

Rabbit 4-7 days 27-35 254

Rabbit 3-5 days 36-47 138

Rabbit 3 days 67 124
Rat 2-3 days 100 288

Rat 2 days 43-50 277

Rat 5 days 15-57 138
Rat 1-3 days 11-40 9
Rat 1 day 26-55 10

Rat 4 days 21-22 383
Rat 35 days 46 383
Man 80 days “Virtually complete” 165
Man 30-70 days 100 211

Major tranquilizers Dog 15 days 53 387
Mouse 2-6 days 60 218
Mouse 1-4 weeks 60-81 368

Rat 12 weeks 62 25
Rat 14 days “Almost complete” 159
Rat 15 days 80 256

Minor tranquilizers Cat 21-50 days 60 401
Rat 35 days 44 301

Rat 5days - 155
Rat 14 days 42-71 128
Rat 9-35 days 58-67 255
Mouse 6-li days 50-75 38, 39

Stimulants Rat 1-21 days 19 333
Rat 13-30 days 75 331
Man 14 days Complete 316

Hallucinogens Rabbit 4 days 54 125

Rat 7-8 days 100 113
Rat 7 days 83 352

Rat 2-7 days 70-100 6
Man 7-21 days 0-87 162
Man 6-13 days Complete 166

Man 14 days 33-100 315, 316
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In experiments involving the hypothermic action of promazine the size of dose

used in chronic treatment was found to be directly related to both the degree

(218) and rate (368) of development of tolerance. We are unaware of any sys-

tematic exploration of the relationship between size of dose and development of

tolerance to other drugs. However, there is an as yet unexplained observation

that tolerance to meprobamate developed in patients receiving less than 60 mg/

kg daily, but not in those receiving 80 mg/kg or more (23). Since blood levels of

meprobamate were not measured, it is possible that the latter group had cumula-

tive build-up of drug concentration which masked the development of tolerance.

(d) Duration and carry-over. It is important to know not only the degree of

change of sensitivity to a drug, but also the duration of that change. If tolerance

endures from one drug exposure to the next, it should be demonstrable at the

earliest possible measurements during succeeding drug exposures. By the use of

techniques which demonstrate effects promptly after drug administration (such

as time taken to lose the righting reflex, or earliest effect on the treadmill test)

it is indeed possible to detect tolerance at the earliest times measured within a

session (135, 138, 225). This suggests that tolerance does endure between ses-

sions. Although the rate of disappearance of tolerance has been studied (11, 225)

the factors influencing its duration have not been explored systematically. Ideally

the rate of decline of tolerance should be examined as a function of speed of

acquisition, level of tolerance attained, duration at that level, and history of

previous drug exposure. Such studies should take into account the possible effect

of the test doses themselves upon this decline.

Another aspect of tolerance, not usually considered, is one which we shall

designate carry-over. It is the feature which connects two discrete episodes of

tolerance. If carry-over occurs, it should be demonstrable as an alteration in the

rate of subsequent reacquisition of tolerance in successive exposures to the drug.

This could take two forms. The first might be an increase in the rate of develop-

ment of acute tolerance in successive exposures to a drug. The second might be

a more rapid development of maximal tolerance in successive cycles of chronic

exposure separated by intervals in which drug sensitivity has returned com-

pletely to normal.

One report has suggested a more rapid induction of tolerance to tremorine

during a second cycle of chronic treatment than during the first (59); unfortu-

nately no data were provided to permit independent assessment. In the case of

ethanol, the rate of development of acute tolerance in rats was found to increase

from session to session until maximal adaptation was achieved (226). In addi-

tion, tolerance was reacquired more rapidly on each of three successive cycles of

chronic treatment and recovery in rats (190). This carry-over appears to be

analogous to that noted in experiments with meperidine (151) and has been

found to persist when cycles of ethanol treatment were separated by alcohol-free

periods as long as 3 months. The apparent retention of tolerance by intermittent

drinkers from one drinking bout to another, even when these are separated by

rather long intervals, might be explained by such a carry-over of ability to re-

evoke tolerance rapidly in each bout.
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(e) Generalization of toterance. In most of the work mentioned above, tolerance

has been studied in relation to a single behavioral test or physiological measure.

However, a few studies have involved several different indices. Goldberg (126)

used a battery of psychomotor, sensory and physiological measures, but he was
comparing alcoholic patients with moderate drinkers and non-drinkers, rather

than the same subjects before and after several weeks of heavy drinking. Isbell

et at. (164) and Mendelson (268) and his collaborators did carry out such before-

and-after studies on the same subjects, with a wide variety of tests. However, in

both cases the subjects were alcoholics or drug addicts who had been abstinent

for a few months by virtue of confinement to a hospital or prison. In view of

present knowledge concerning carry-over effect, the conclusions of these studies

may not be completely applicable to all instances of tolerance.

If tolerance represents a fundamental change in the effect of the drug on the

organism, rather than a highly specific functional compensation for individual

types of impairment, one might predict that tolerance should develop simulta-

neously to all the central effects produced by a specified dose of the drug. Animal

experiments do not appear to bear out this prediction consistently. For example,

rats may develop tolerance to the anorexiant effect of amphetamine (145. 369)

and to its effects on timing behavior (333), but not to its effects on general un-

conditioned activity. Repeated administration of d-amphetamine increased the

rate of responding in a shock-avoidance situation for as long as the drug was

given, whereas tolerance developed to its effects on two food-reinforced schedules

in which it had initially reduced the frequency of food reward (331).

Similarly, rats chronically treated with oxazepam developed tolerance to its

response-decreasing effect on the unpunished component of a multiple schedule

of reinforcement, but not to its response-increasing or disinhibiting effect on the

punished component of the same schedule (250). Sometimes, however, the dif-

ference between effects on different parameters is only one of rate. For example,

tolerance developed more rapidly to the overt behavioral impairment produced

by ethanol in monkeys than to its effects on the EEG (153).

In other instances, tolerance has been shown to generalize. When rats were

made tolerant to ethanol during repeated training sessions on the treadmill test,

they were found to be tolerant on a circular maze test also, even though no trans-

fer of learning could be demonstrated between these tests (224). The reason for

the apparent discrepancies among the results of different studies with respect to

generalization of tolerance is not entirely clear. In some cases it may reflect the
methods of estimation of tolerance. For example in a study of direct and cross

tolerance between LSD and amphetamine in man (315), tolerance was considered

to be present when a particular drug effect was significantly less after the period

of chronic treatment than it had been on the first test. On this basis, tolerance to

LSD was demonstrable only with respect to its effects on pupillary dilatation,

subjective psychic effects, and clinical rating of behavioral disturbance. However,

if tolerance were defined as the disappearance of significant difference between

post-treatment tests and placebo trials, with respect to measures in which such

difference had been present in pretreatment trials, then body temperature, pulse
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rate and other measures would also have revealed tolerance. There is need for

more work in this area, to follow in detail in the same subjects the kinetics of ac-

quisition and loss of tolerance, by several different measures based on different

components of behavior or of nervous system function.

Cr)Tolerance and teaming. A distinction is commonly made between physio-

logical tolerance and psychological or “learned” tolerance. The implication ap-

pears to be that the first involves a compensatory or homeostatic change in the

neurons affected by the drug, which renders them less sensitive to it, while the

second depends upon the acquisition of new skills or functions to replace those

which remain impaired. Chen (37) reported an experiment which appeared to

justify this distinction. Rats were trained to criterion in a circular maze, and

tested under ethanol to provide an initial measure of impairment of performance.

They were then divided into two groups and given further training sessions on 3

successive days. During these sessions, one group received a dose of ethanol

shortly before the training, and the other group received the same dose imme-

diately after it. On the 4th day both groups were retested under ethanol, and the

second measure of impairment was compared with the first. The group trained

under ethanol showed significant tolerance, while the other group did not. The

results were interpreted as evidence of learning, rather than of physiological

adaptation of the nervous system to ethanol.

These results have been verified (190, 224) with both the circular maze and the

treadmill test. However, when the experiment was carried on for a longer time,

the difference between groups proved to be only one of rate (190). Three groups of

animals were used for the alcohol-training portion of the experiment. They were

all tested initially under ethanol to establish baseline measures of sensitivity.

Then one group (ES) received an injection of ethanol immediately before training

and saline after, the second (SE) received saline before and ethanol after, and the

third (SS) received saline before and after. They received a cycle of 3 training
days, followed by retest under ethanol on the 4th day. The ES animals were

found to have developed significant tolerance. This cycle was repeated without

interruption for a total of 16 test days. After the second cycle the SE group was

also significantly more tolerant than the SS. The ES group reached maximal

tolerance after 3 cycles, the SE group after 5, while the SS group continued un-

changed through 11 cycles. Daily intubation with ethanol, 6 g/kg given at the

end of each training or test session, was then started; it did not increase further

the tolerance of the ES or SE groups, but it rapidly brought the SS group up to

the same level of tolerance as the others.

An apparently similar phenomenon has been noted in relation to barbiturate

tolerance (106, 109) in man. Tolerance developed more rapidly to the drug effects

on competitive performance tests motivated by rewards (analogous to the ES

groups) than to those on unstimulated functions such as hours of sleep (analogous

to the SE group).

From this work it appears that the “learned tolerance” is essentially the same as

“physiological tolerance,” except that it is acquired somewhat more rapidly. In

other experiments, it has been found to show the same carry-over effect as de-

scribed above in section II E 3 d, and to bear the same relationship to physical
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dependence, to be discussed in Part III (224). For this reason, we propose the

term behaviorally augmented tolerance, in place of “learned tolerance,” to empha-

size the similarity to physiological tolerance rather than the minor difference.

A major argument in support of the distinction between physiological and

psychological tolerance is based on the demonstration of state-dependent learning

in relation to ethanol, pentobarbital and other psychoactive drugs (132, 175,

294-297, 322, 356). An animal which learns to perform a task while under the in-

fluence of one of these drugs may subsequently perform the task much better in

the drug state than in the drug-free state. The interpretation is that the action of

the drug modifies the subject’s perception of both internal and external stimuli,

and that these modified cues constitute the specific constellation or “gestalt” in

which the task is learned. Consequently the task is not performed properly until

that constellation is produced again by administration of the drug.
The observations have been greatly refined by Kubena and Barry (217), who

were able to show that a task learned under the influence of small doses of alcohol

could also be performed under equivalent doses of drugs with similar effects

(pentobarbital or chlordiazepoxide), but not under the influence of drugs with

different pharmacological actions. “Learned tolerance” to ethanol (37) can be

interpreted as arising from the ability of the subject, which had previously

learned a task such as the treadmill test in the drug-free state, to relearn it in rela-

tion to the new constellation of drug-related stimuli. The tolerance curve would

be seen simply as a new learning curve. Cross-tolerance between alcohol and

barbiturates would depend upon the resemblance (as perceived by the subject)

of one drug state to the other (217). Physiological tolerance would be seen as a

separate process involving cellular adaptation, and relating to basic physiological

processes involved in consciousness and survival, rather than in learned perform-

ance.

As already noted, however, the only difference detectable between “learned

tolerance” and “physiological tolerance” is one of rate. In addition, the demon-

stration that an animal can acquire control of heart rate and other “autonomic”

functions by instrumental learning (68, 270, 271) makes it difficult to accept a

differentiation between learning and basic neurophysiological processes. It seems

more economical to regard drug-dependent learning as simply one specific mani-

festation of functional tolerance.

4.: CROSS-TOLERANCE. It has long been recognized that cross-tolerance can

exist between various depressant drugs, such as ethanol and barbiturates (111,

189) or ethanol and other hypnotics and sedatives (338). Alcoholics require a

higher alveolar concentration of halothane to induce anesthesia (142). Instances

of cross-tolerance among hallucinogens have already been noted (14, 166, 209,
275, 315, 398).

However, not all instances of cross-tolerance can be explained on the same

basis. Just as tolerance may be either dispositional, functional or mixed, so may

cross-tolerance. The extensive literature on induction of drug-metabolizing en-
zymes (47) provides many examples of dispositional cross-tolerance. Examples of

proven functional cross-tolerance are not nearly so numerous (189). Perhaps

some of the apparent contradictions in the literature might be resolved if drug
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concentrations in blood or brain were measured in more studies. For example,

several reports indicate cross-tolerance between some barbiturates (110, 138,

154), and lack of cross-tolerance between others (56, 308). The discrepancy prob-

ably can be explained by reference to the duration of treatment and the time of

measurement of drug effect, since metabolic tolerance to barbiturates develops

more rapidly than functional tolerance.

III. DEPENDENCE

A. Definition

Just as in the case of tolerance, so also has it been traditional to distinguish

between “physical” dependence and “psychic” or “psychological” dependence on

alcohol and other mood-modifying drugs. The distinction is embodied in the

definition of drug dependence by the Expert Committee on Addiction-Producing

Drugs of the World Health Organization (75). In their formulation, dependence

is in effect operationally defined as a state of discomfort produced by withdrawal

of a drug from a subject who has been chronically or repeatedly exposed to it, and

alleviated by renewed administration of that drug or another with similar phar-

macological actions. The discomfort may consist of a non-specific and ill-defined

dissatisfaction giving rise to a desire (ranging from a mild wish to intense craving)

for the perceived effects of the drug; this is called psychological dependence, and

may persist with varying intensity for a long time after drug withdrawal. The

discomfort may also include a more specific set of physiological disturbances, of

varying intensity, and related in a fairly characteristic way to the dosage and

pharmacological actions of the drug; this is called physiological dependence, and

is usually confined to the first few days or weeks after drug withdrawal.

This concept of dependence places principal emphasis upon the pharmaco-

logical actions of the drug, with little or no attention to the factors initiating the

drug use. A second model is based upon the concept that drug-taking is initiated

by events occurring within the organism (e.g., “anxiety”). Psychological de-

pendence is seen as the maintenance of drug-taking behavior by the continued

need to experience the drug effects upon these internal events. In the third and

most recent model, psychological dependence is viewed as an example of operant

conditioning in which drug-taking is an operant response which may be rein-

forced by the pharmacological effects of the drug.

These various concepts of dependence imply a dichotomy between mind and

body which, as Oswald et al. (293) have observed, will become increasingly un-

tenable as the physiological and biochemical bases of psychological function be-

come better known. For the present, however, the distinction is an operational

one because there is no experimental evidence of the type noted in section II E 3 f

to relate the two types of dependence to each other. They will therefore be con-

sidered separately in the following sections.

B. Psychological dependence

Many investigators have approached the problem of drug dependence with a

preconception that the essential role of psychoactive drugs in dependent people
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is that of reduction of anxiety or internal conflict, and have attempted to create

“drug dependence” in experimental animals by exposing them to situations in-

volving noxious stimuli or “stress.” The classic work of this type is that of Mas-

serman and Yum (253), who reported that cats consuming ethanol (mixed with

milk to mask its aversive taste) showed a reduction in the severity of pathological

behavior evoked by a conflict situation, in which an attempt to obtain food caused

the animal to receive a blast of air in its face. Since then, many investigators have

used other techniques, such as electric shock, strong noise, or conditioned avoid-

ance of electrical shock to induce states of “stress” with the expectation that this

would increase consumption of solutions of ethanol which were available to the

animals.

Many of these studies have been reviewed by Lester (232) and by Schuster and

Thompson (332). It is perhaps sufficient for our purposes to summarize Lester’s

comments: while these studies did indicate that stressed animals increased their

intake of alcohol solution, there is no evidence that most of them consumed

enough to obtain a significant pharmacological effect, that the increased con-

sumption was correlated in a consistent manner with the timing of exposure to

stress, or that the increase persisted in a manner suggestive of psychological de-

pendence. The failure of these approaches was often implicity assumed to be at-

tributable to deficiencies in the procedures rather than in the model (232).

A clearly different result was obtained when the drinking of ethanol solution

was made the instrumental response by which a rat could prevent electric shock

(396). By this method, rats were readily induced to maintain a high daily intake

of ethanol, with clear signs of intoxication. However, this did not prove to be re-

lated specifically to shock avoidance, because similar results were obtained when

alcohol consumption was made the instrumental response for obtaining food

(203, 299, 339). Further, the pharmacological effect of the ingested ethanol was
not in itself reinforcing, because when the rats could obtain food by drinking

either ethanol in saccharin solution or saccharin solution alone, they chose the

latter (203). Therefore these experimental approaches were successful in pro-

ducing drinking behavior, but not alcohol dependence.

A different approach, also related to food intake, was devised by Lester (231).

Food-deprived rats, trained to bar-press to obtain small pellets of food at inter-

vals of about 1 to 1.5 mm, consume an astonishing quantity of water together

with the pellets (99). Lester found that they would consume a dilute alcohol solu-

tion in the same way, to the point of gross intoxication, and would persist in this

behavior for many weeks of trials. This has been confirmed by others (98). How-

ever, an operant response by the rat proved to be unnecessary, because “free”

presentation of pellets at fixed intervals was just as effective in promoting ethanol

ingestion (98, 203). Further, when saccharin solution was available as an alterna-

tive the rats did not drink alcohol (203). Finally, any preference for ethanol over

water in these conditions appears to be a consequence of the caloric value of the

ethanol, rather than of its intoxicant properties (112). The same consideration

seems to apply also to ethanol consumption by rats with lesions in the ventro-

medial hypothalamus (249) which produced hyperphagia and obesity. These
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animals became obese, to the same extent as similarly lesioned animals consum-

ing an ordinary diet. There was merely partial replacement of calories from solid

foods by calories from alcohol. Again, there was no evidence of intoxication, or of

any reinforcement of intake by the pharmacological effect of ethanol.

This brief survey is meant only to point out the main shortcomings of the

various experimental approaches based on the concept that psychological de-

pendence on drugs has its origins exclusively in internal events within the orga-

nism. The only model which is based upon the pharmacological effect of the drug

as a primary determinant of both the genesis and the maintenance of drug-taking

behavior is the operant model employing the intravenous self-administration
technique (392) originally developed for studies on opiate dependence (for ref-

erences and descriptions see 60,365). As a rule, the animal is first trained to press

a bar in order to obtain food. It is then enabled to self-administer a drug solution

through an indwelling venous cannula by pressing another bar which activates an

injection pump. The effect of the drug is the sole reinforcer, and the experimenter
can study the effects of various environmental and physiological manipulations

on the pattern of self-administration by the animal.
Most of this literature has been reviewed elsewhere (332, 365, 366, 399). It is

sufficient for the present purposes to mention the principal conclusions to date.

The first is that different classes of drugs differ in their ability to act as primary

reinf�rcers. For example opiates, cocaine, and amphetamines are highly effective,

barbiturates and ethanol moderately effective, and mescaline and chiorpromazine

relatively ineffective. The second is that not all animals of the same species will

respond to the drug with continued self-administration (62). A third conclusion

is that the effective drugs behave in the same way as other types of reinforcer,
with respect to the effects of experimental variables such as size, frequency and

schedule of reinforcement. Finally, when continuous reinforcement is available,
some animals will develop patterns of drug intake which are comparable to those

of drug-dependent people, leading to severe intoxication, physical illness and gross

withdrawal reactions.

One further approach, which was initiated without any theoretical rationale, is

the repeated administration of minute amounts of ethanol solution by cannula

directly into the lateral ventricles of the brain. Myers (280) reported that such

treatment caused a lasting increase in the preference for ethanol over water.

Again, the amounts of ethanol ingested were not large, and there was no evidence

that the animals became intoxicated. Others have been unable to find any effect

of this treatment on alcohol consumption by monkeys (213) or dogs (178). The

effect in rats was attributed to biochemical alterations in serotoninergic struc-

tures in the walls of the ventricular system, because p-chlorophenylalanine

abolished the increased oral intake of ethanol (281). However, Nachman et al.

(282) have pointed out that the effect of p-chlorophenylalanine may have been

only to produce a non-specific aversive reaction similar to that produced by any

noxious stimulus paired with eating or drinking. The significance of the phe-

nomena associated with intraventricular infusion of ethanol remains un#{244}lear.
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C. Physical dependence

1 . INTRODUCTION. Of the drugs discussed in this review, only the so-called

general depressants (ethanol, barbiturates, other hypnotics and minor tran-

quilizers) give rise to clearly recognized withdrawal syndromes, both in people

and in experimental animals. There is less certainty concerning phenothiazine

tranquilizers, and amphetamines and other stimulants. Symptoms appearing on

drug withdrawal have been reported for both these groups, but considerable con-

troversy (some of it apparently semantic) surrounds the interpretation. There is,

at present, general agreement that no identifiable withdrawal reactions follow the

use of LSD, other hallucinogens or cannabis.

2. SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS of withdrawal of depressants in man are so well known

that they require little description here. Excellent descriptions of the alcohol

withdrawal syndrome are to be found in the human experimental studies by

Isbell et at. (164) and Mendelson and his colleagues (268), and in the reviews of

clinical experience by Victor and Adams (378) and Victor (377). It is sufficient to

point out here that the various clinical pictures fall on a continuum of increasing

severity, from the mildest picture of tremulousness, sleeplessness and irritability,
increasing through hallucinatory states and seizures, to the severest type, delir-

ium tremens. All of these states are characterized by varying degrees of hyper-

excitability and hyperactivity of all portions of the nervous system-central,

peripheral, somatic, and autonomic. Some of the auditory hallucinations have

actually been attributed to misinterpretation of sounds generated in the middle

ear by twitching of the stapedius, tensor tympani and tensor veli palatini muscles
(324). In general, the signs and symptoms are the opposite to those characteriz-

ing the picture of acute intoxication.

Virtually identical reactions have been described in relation to withdrawal of

barbiturates, glutethimide, meprobamate, chlordiazepoxide, and a variety of

other hypnotics and minor tranquilizers (23, 83, 85-87, 106, 143, 161, 173, 342,

394, 44)0). It is noteworthy that tybamate (N-butylmeprobamate) does not pro-

duce withdrawal symptoms even after chronic administration in high dosage
(46, 100, 344); this will be commented on in the next section.

The picture appears to be essentially the same in all species tested. Tremor,

convulsions, and peculiar behavior suggestive of responses to hallucinatory stim-

uli have been observed in dogs (83, 95, 108), cats (90, 171) and monkeys (81). In

mice a similar picture, with gross tremor, rigidity and convulsions, has been pro-

duced (114) and the threshold for electroshock and pentylenetetrazole seizures is

below the normal level in mice (38, 39, 264, 362), and cats (171). Similar results
have been obtained in the rat (53, 80). There appears to be some difference be-

tween species with respect to the duration of treatment required for production of

the full picture. Rats made maximally tolerant to ethanol (225) showed, on with-

drawal, only hyperirritability on being handled or receiving mild electroshock to

the feet (122). Spontaneous convulsions did not occur until the animals had been

kept on ethanol for 6 to 8 weeks before withdrawal (80). In contrast, mice de-

veloped seizures after treatment lasting only 9 days or less (114, 131).
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Several reports have described withdrawal reactions after termination of pro-

longed high-dose treatment with phenothiazine tranquilizers (28, 119, 180, 267).

Among the most prominent symptoms were nausea and vomiting, diarrhea,

sweating, tension and restlessness. They began less promptly, and lasted some-

what longer, than those noted above in relation to withdrawal of depressants. It

has been suggested (16, 346) that these symptoms result from withdrawal, not of

the phenothiazines, but of the anticholinergic drugs which are frequently given

for control of parkinsonian symptoms produced by phenothiazine therapy. How-

ever, this suggestion appears to be invalidated by the experimental study of Gal-

lant et al. (119), in which no antiparkinsonian medication was given. The prom-

inence of vomiting as a symptom would be consistent with the suggestion of a re-

bound phenomenon after cessation of the anti-emetic activity of the phenothia-

zines. However perphenazine, which is an effective anti-emetic, did not lead to

vomiting on withdrawal whereas thioridazine did (141). This finding leaves in

question the mechanism of the withdrawal symptoms and their relation to the

acute actions of phenothiazines.

Withdrawal of cocaine, phenmetrazine and other stimulants is said to give rise

only to fatigue and depression in man (191), and to negligible behavioral modifica-

tion in other species (212). However, marked increase in appetite has been ob-

served after the abrupt withdrawal of amphetamine in man (214) and rat (369).

This increase cannot be attributed simply to the food deprivation resulting from

the anorexiant action of the drug, since starvation is usually followed by impair-

ment of appetite during the early period of refeeding. It therefore appears to repre-

sent a true withdrawal reaction analogous to the hyperirritability seen on with-

drawal of depressants (227). On this basis it is difficult to see why the profound

sleepiness and depression observed in man should not also be considered a with-

drawal rebound phenomenon. Johnston et al. (177) have reported a significant de-

crease in the minimum alveolar concentration of halothane required for anes-

thesia in dogs previously given amphetamine for 7 days; this would be quite

consistent with the suggestion of a rebound effect though it might also be explain-

able on the basis of catecholamine depletion by amphetamine. The matter cannot

yet be considered settled.

A further phenomenon which has attracted considerable attention in relation

to withdrawal reactions after drugs of several different types is disturbance in the

phases of sleep. Ethanol, in a dose of 1 g/kg given during the evening, has been

found to decrease the fraction of the first few hours of sleep which is spent in the

phase of rapid eye movements (REM sleep) associated with dream activity (136).

With this dose of ethanol, the reduction in REM sleep during the first half of the

night was offset by an increase during the second half (210, 402). However, when

a dose nearly twice as large was used (210) the amount of REM sleep remained

low through the whole night. It was suggested that prolonged suppression of

REM sleep might produce anxiety and irritability, which the alcoholic attempted

to treat by ingestion of more alcohol, and which might also contribute to the

symptoms of the withdrawal reaction.

A puzzling aspect, however, is that similar suppression of REM sleep is ap-
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parently caused by amphetamines and other drugs (192, 292) which give rise to
different types of clinical picture on drug withdrawal. In addition, Johnson et al.

(176) studied the pattern of REM and non-REM sleep in alcoholics at the end of
a thinking bout and during withdrawal, and observed that the change in clinical

state correlated with a composite index of “goodness of sleep” rather than with

the amount of REM sleep. They concluded that the sleep pattern was a reflection,

rather than a cause, of the clinical state. These findings must still be regarded as

providing a basis for extensive investigation, rather than as the basis of a strong

plausible hypothesis.

3. MEASUREMENT OF DEPENDENCE has been attempted mainly by visual ob-

servation of overt withdrawal signs and assessment of their severity by experi-

enced observers. For example, in withdrawal reactions occurring after chronic in-

gestion of barbiturates and ethanol, tremor, bizarre behavior, muscular rigidity,

and even the electroencephalographic effects of photic stimulation, have been

rated on arbitrary scales of intensity (83, 86, 107, 131, 195). Limitations in the

interpretation of such quasi-quantitative measures have been discussed above in

relation to tolerance. Relatively few investigators have used true quantitative

measures such as weight loss, body temperature change, food and water con-

sumption, number of struggle responses and number of convulsions (86, 90,

330, 353).

The measurement of thresholds for electroshock and pentylenetetrazole seiz-

ures in mice (38, 39, 86, 264, 362) and cats (171) has already been mentioned, as

well as the threshold for production of startle response in rats by administration

of electric shock to the feet (122). One clinical study of human alcoholics under-

going withdrawal (340) used a battery of objective measurements of continuous

variables, including photoelectric measurement of hand tremor and electrical

conductance of the skin. More detailed studies of the kinetics and mechanisms of

development of physical dependence will probably require the development of

additional sensitive quantitative techniques.

4. RELATION TO DRUG LOAD. The schedule of drug intake or administration used

to produce these pictures has been quite varied. In the human experiments with

ethanol, Isbell et al. (164) gave an average total daily dose of roughly 4 to 5.5

g/kg for 7 to 87 days, while Mendelson and his collaborators (268) gave approxi-

mately the same dosage for about 3 weeks. In experiments with dogs, Essig and

Lam (95) gave roughly the equivalent of 76 g of absolute ethanol daily over a

period of 54 days. Since the weights of the dogs are not given, one can offer only a

guess that the dosage was of the order of 7 to 8 g/kg/day. No blood alcohol con-

centrations are given, but the animals were grossly intoxicated throughout the

ethanol treatment period. In Freund’s study (114) the mice consumed an average

of 12 to 13 g/kg/day for 4 to 5 days. Ellis and Pick (81) used 4 to 8 g/kg/day in

divided doses, and terminated the treatment when fine tremor of the monkeys’

fingers appeared before each dose on 2 consecutive days; this happened in 10 to 18

days. Gibbins et al. (122) used a schedule of incremental dosage rising in 1 g steps

from 3 g/kg to 7 g/kg over a 19-day period. With a constant dose of 6 g/kg/day,

McQuarrie and Fingl (264) found the fall in electroconvulsive threshold after
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ethanol withdrawal to be related to the duration of the preceding period of in-

toxication.

The same observation has been made with respect to withdrawal hypersensi-

tivity to pentylenetetrazol seizures in cats after pentobarbital treatment (171). A

careful study of human volunteers taking pentobarbital and secobarbital (108,

109, 165) showed that no withdrawal symptoms occurred in subjects receiving

less than 0.4 g daily (roughly 5 to 6 mg/kg); with increasing dosage up to a max-

imum of 2.2 g daily, the frequency and severity of withdrawal symptoms was pro-

portional to the dose. In rats permitted to drink only during a 30-mm period

every 24 hr, chronic treatment with phenobarbital produced a dose-dependent

increase in fluid intake; drug withdrawal resulted in a sharp decrease in drinking,

the magnitude and duration of which were also related to the preceding drug dos-

age (330). It is a reasonable conjecture that the speed and intensity of develop-

ment of physical dependence on other drugs will also be found to vary with the

dosage. However, no one has yet studied the relationship as systematically as

Andrews and Himmelsbach (5) have done for morphine.

5. RELATION TO TOLERANCE. Experimental studies in man (164, 268) showed

that during sustained high intake of ethanol the behavioral impairment gradually

became less marked, unless the dose was suddenly raised (268). At the same time,

withdrawal signs began to appear in the intervals between doses, though major

signs did not occur in most cases until alcohol intake was curtailed or stopped.

Similarly, in animal studies with ethanol (81, 95) and meprobamate (83) signs of

withdrawal began to appear in the longer intervals between doses, suggesting that

the duration of effect of each dose was diminishing.

These observations indicated that tolerance and physical dependence were de-

veloping in a roughly parallel fashion. The relation was demonstrated quantita-

tively (122) in rats treated chronically with ethanol. Startle thresholds were

measured either 30 miii after the preceding dose of ethanol, when the blood alco-

hol concentration was high, or 23 hr after, when the level was negligible. The re-

sults showed that tolerance and dependence developed in parallel, over the same

period as that in which tolerance had been found to develop in the treadmill test

(225). Less complete but essentially similar observations have been reported, in

relation to concurrent development of tolerance and physical dependence on

pentobarbital (171), meprobamate and phenaglycodol (38, 39, 362). Moreover,

the recommended method for withdrawal of barbiturates without precipitation of

a serious abstinence reaction (20, 88) consists essentially of a titration of the pa-

tient’s tolerance by giving just enough drug to produce minimal intoxication,

then gradually reducing the dose over many days. This demonstrates that a dose

which just matches the degree of acquired tolerance also meets the requirements

of the physical dependence.

Another parallel between tolerance and physical dependence is suggested by

experiments (84, 85) on barbital withdrawal seizures. As noted in section II E 3 d,

tolerance develops more rapidly in successive cycles of ethanol treatment (190).

Withdrawal seizures were also more numerous and severe in animals exposed to a

second period of barbital treatment after recovery from the first (84, 85). A sim-
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ilar increase in severity and promptness of development of ethanol withdrawal re-

actions occurs during repeated cycles in monkeys (81). Rats which have pre-
viously experienced physical dependence and withdrawal from barbital will again

develop physical dependence on meprobamate at a lower dosage than pharma-

cologically naive animals (289).

As already noted, however, the two processes do not necessarily continue to

develop in parallel at all stages. Even though no further tolerance develops on

continued administration of ethanol (225) or barbiturates (10, 307) to rats, pro-

longed administration is required to produce a maximal withdrawal reaction with

spontaneous convulsions (53, 80, 86). This suggests that physical dependence on

these drugs may have two components, one of which develops in parallel with

tolerance while the other develops slowly during prolonged drug treatment. This

suggestion is consistent with the observation (264) that the severity of alcohol

withdrawal reactions in mice depended upon both the intensity and the duration

of alcohol treatment.

6. CROSS-DEPENDENCE. As we have already noted, extensive cross-tolerance

occurs among drugs with similar actions, regardless of their chemical structures.

In view of the parallels between the development of tolerance and that of physical

dependence, it is not surprising that transfer of dependence occurs among the

same drugs.

For example, ethanol has been found partially effective in the prevention of

barbiturate withdrawal phenomena (111, 289) and severe ethanol withdrawal re-

actions such as grand mal seizures are effectively prevented by a variety of de-

pressant drugs including barbiturates (94), chlordiazepoxide (340), paraldehyde

and chloral hydrate (106, 181, 377). Barbital withdrawal convulsions in rats were

prevented by chlordiazepoxide or meprobamate but not by morphine or chlor-

promazine (289). It is also of interest that the seizures were prevented by a bar-

biturate anticonvulsant agent, primidone (289), but not by diphenylhydantoin

(89).

The chemical non-specificity of drugs in the “general depressant” group, and

the ease with which one can substitute for another, are the basis for a drug screen-

ing procedure for liability to produce dependence (61). Dogs are made dependent

upon sodium barbital and new drugs are tested for their ability to postpone a

withdrawal reaction when substituted for the barbital. This is exactly analogous

to the procedure for testing opiate-type dependence liability in morphine-de-

pendent monkeys (338).

iv. MECHANISMS OF TOLERANCE AND PHYSICAL DEPENDENCE

A. Hypothetical models

Although a number of general theories or hypotheses have been advanced to

explain the development of tolerance to and physical dependence on centrally

acting drugs, they have tended to give selective emphasis to one or other compo-

nent of the total picture. It is desirable to begin with a list of all the phenomena

which a suitably comprehensive hypothesis must explain. These include the

following:
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i) graded magnitude of tolerance to a given drug, and difference in maximum

degree of tolerance which can be developed to different drugs

ii) time course of acquisition and loss of tolerance, in relation to differences in

drug dosage

iii) the appearance of abstinence signs and symptoms which are basically the

reverse of those characterizing the acute drug action

iv) time course of acquisition and loss of physical dependence relative to that

of tolerance

v) cross-tolerance to other drugs with similar actions, regardless of chemical

similarity or dissimilarity, and substitution or cross-dependence on these

drugs

vi) the modification of rate of development of tolerance and dependence by

behavioral or environmental manipulation

vii) carry-over from one cycle of tolerance to another, and other analogies be-

tween tolerance and learning.

All hypotheses proposed so far are variants of the concept of a homeostatic re-

sponse to the effects of administered drugs. Some self-regulatory process is as-

sumed to adapt to the drug effects in such a manner as to restore normal function

in the continued presence of the drug. On drug withdrawal, the erstwhile adaptive

process then constitutes an uncompensated disturbance in its own right, giving

rise to the withdrawal reaction. The exact formulation of each hypothesis prob-

ably reflects the specific research orientation of its originators.

Goldstein and Goldstein (129, 130) proposed an enzyme induction theory

based on the idea that ethanol, or any other drug producing similar dependence,

inhibits the synthesis of some substance essential for neuronal function, and that

the reduction in concentration of this substance leads to derepression of the en-

zymes which synthesize it, thus causing tolerance. On withdrawal of the drug,

excessive synthesis of the substance would lead to withdrawal over-activity.

Collier (43, 44) proposed a variant of this idea, in which the induced synthetic

system is that which produces receptor sites for a neurotransmitter substance.

Interference by the drug with either the release or action of the transmitter would,

in this scheme, induce a synthesis of new receptors until the rate of combination

between the receptors and the reduced concentration of transmitter molecules was

restored to normal, i.e., tolerance resulted. On withdrawal of the drug, the in-

creased probability of combination between a normal concentration of transmitter

substance and the increased concentration of receptors would lead to overstimu-

lation of the cell bearing the receptors.

This suggestion is a refinement of the disuse or denervation supersensitivity

hypothesis (45, 171, 172), which is also based on the premise that drugs such as

ethanol, barbiturates or opiates block the release or action of some neurotrans-

mitter, leading to oversensitivity of the receptors for that substance. Though this

concept originally derived from observations of denervation supersensitivity in

structures innervated by peripheral autonomic fibers, Friedman et al. (116) have

recently shown that a similar phenomenon can be produced by anticholinergic

blockade at cholinergic synapses in the central regulatory mechanism for body

temperature.
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An alternative hypothesis relating to neurotransmitters (298) is that the drug

may impair the release of neurotransmitter, leading to an increase in its concen-

tration within the nerve ending (54). When the concentration becomes high

enough, even though the fraction released per impulse is reduced by the drug, the

absolute amount released would become normal and function would return to

normal even in the presence of drug (i.e., tolerance). On removal of the drug, un-

inhibited release of the large stock of transmitter would cause over-activity in the

postsynaptic cells (52). However, an argument against this hypothesis is the fact

that ethanol (186) or pentobarbital (261), in concentrations which inhibited re-

lease of acetyicholine from brain slices in vifro, did not significantly raise the con-

tent of bound acetylcholine in the slices. Presumably the level of acetyicholine in

the nerve endings provides feedback control of the rate of synthesis.

Another hypothetical model of tolerance and dependence which has gained

some interest is based on the concept of redundancy (252a). it is suggested that

multiple neuronal pathways can subserve the same physiological function, but

that one of these is normally the principal active one while the others are moper-

ant or “redundant.” If the principal pathway is functionally impaired by a drug,

the “redundant” pathways become operant, provided they are more resistant to

drug impairment than the major pathway. This would produce tolerance. On re-

moval of the drug, all pathways would be operant and the end-function would

therefore be overstimulated, giving rise to a withdrawal reaction. This model is in

some ways closer to the original concept of “learned tolerance” than of cellular

adaptation. To that extent it is subject to the criticisms already raised against the

separation of the two. However, the hypothesis can easily be rephrased to include

alternate response mechanisms within the same neuron. It then becomes, in effect,

indistinguishable from the other hypotheses mentioned.

While all of these hypotheses are attractive, they cannot be tested until specific

enzymes, substances, neurotransmitters or neuronal pathways are proposed as

the targets for the initial action of the drugs in question. These can then be exam-

ined systematically with respect to their relation to tolerance and dependence. If

one or more biochemical measures are found consistently to change in parallel

with the development of tolerance, both in time and in degree, and to disappear

progressively with the disappearance of signs of dependence, then these changes

may be classed as “biochemical correlates” of tolerance and dependence (321).

It will still be necessary to determine, by experimental manipulation, whether

they are causes of tolerance, effects of it, or parallel results of some other more

fundamental change.

B. Specific cellular mechanisms

1. PHYSIOLOGICAL. At a physiological level no pathway, nucleus, or functional

division within the nervous system has been specifically implicated in the pro-

duction of tolerance or physical dependence to any of the drugs considered in this
review. Wikier et al. (394) suggested that hypersynchrony and seizure activity in

the EEG during withdrawal from secobarbital could mean either that there was a
rebound hyperexcitability of cortical neurons in general, or that the cortex re-

covered from the effects of the drug earlier than diencephalic structures did. The
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latter possibility would, it was suggested, be analogous to the situation resulting

from destructive lesions of the reticular activating system. To some extent this is

supported by the finding that direct electrical excitation of the cortex by subeon-

vulsive stimuli, perhaps serving a function analogous to activation by the reticu-

lar formation, could prevent spontaneous convulsions during barbiturate with-
drawal (96).

However, this would still not identify the site of initiation of seizure discharge.

Available evidence suggests a major role for subcortical structures. The signs of

hyperexcitability which characterize the development of dependence during

chronic treatment with ethanol, barbiturates, meprobamate and other sedatives,

appear in all parts of the brain. Spontaneous electrical seizure activity in the EEG

appeared simultaneously and symmetrically in all cortical leads (91, 93, 143), so

that it could not be attributed to a single epileptogenic focus in the cortex. More-

over, barbiturate withdrawal seizures appeared, even though in a somewhat at-

tenuated form, in decorticated (84) and decerebellated (85) animals. These find-

ings are quite consistent with the observation that direct local excitability of

acutely deafferented cortical slabs was only minimally increased during bar-

biturate withdrawal (343).

These findings are all consistent with the suggestion that the electrical seizure

activity begins subcortically, and is propagated to and amplified by the cortex,

leading to grand mal convulsions only in the most appropriate conditions for im-

pulse spread. Typical epileptic spike and slow wave patterns have been observed

in interictal EEGs taken during barbiturate or alcohol withdrawal (334, 394, 395)

and photic stimulation has evoked myoclonic twitches or grand ma! seizures dur-

ing withdrawal from ethanol (195, 376), barbiturates (400), meprobamate (23)

and bromisovalum (143). Since the spike-and-wave pattern could be produced in

the thalamus of normal animals by a combination of photic stimulation and

pentylenetetrazole, and appeared a few milliseconds later in the cortex, Gastaut

(120) suggested that it is a normal thalamic response which reaches the cortex

only when the threshold for stimulus propagation is reduced.

The evidence still does not reveal whether the subcortical hyperactivity is of

diffuse or localized origin. The concentration of corticosterone in rat plasma,

which is low during chronic barbital intoxication, rises sharply during withdrawal

(230). This finding is parallelled by a sharp fall in circulating eosinophiles in man

(108). While these changes suggest a sudden rise in the release of ACTH, they do

not necessarily indicate a primary overactivity of the hypothalamus and hypo-

physis, since they might be a response to the stress of convulsions. However, the

concurrent finding of increased urinary specific gravity during alcohol withdrawal

(341) is at least suggestive of a rebound hypersecretion of vasopressin, even in the

absence of convulsions. Tremor, nystagmus, and hyperactivity of tendon re-

flexes, which are prominent during these withdrawal reactions (164, 269, 394), as
well as the changes in critical flicker fusion frequency or intensity thresholds

(157, 393) are suggestive of hyperactivity of those brainstem neurons which

facilitate transmission in peripheral synapses.

Comparably detailed neurophysiological analyses of the mechanisms of toler-
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ance and physical dependence do not appear to have been carried out with the

other groups of drugs covered in this review. However, there is some evidence

that chronic administration of phenothiazine tranquilizers leads to a compensa-

tory increase in sympathetic nervous activity. Some of the manifestations are

peripheral, in the form of raised blood pressure, and disappearance of the pheno-

thiazine inhibition of pressor responses to epinephrmne, norepinephrmne and

yohimbine (219). Others are central, such as enhancement of the stereotyped be-

havior induced by amphetamine and apomorphine, and prevention of tetra-

benazine-induced hypothermia (328).

In summary, chronic administration of many drugs appears to lead to adaptive

changes in the activity of neurophysiological mechanisms, of such direction and

intensity as to compensate functionally for the drug action (tolerance) and to

give rise to overshoot when the drug is withdrawn (physical dependence). How-

ever, it is not yet possible to identify a primary site in the initiation of the adap-

tive changes.

2. BIOCHEMICAL. Biochemical studies have not yet advanced our understanding

of specific mechanisms in the adaptive process. Most of the biochemical mech-

anisms examined are common to many or all parts of the nervous system, and

some of them to other tissues as well. Therefore it is difficult to determine the

nature of the connection between biochemical changes and changes in CNS ac-

tivity during drug administration and withdrawal.

Active transport of sodium and potassium ions across the cell membrane is in-

hibited by ethanol (167, 184, 188) and other general depressants, including

nitrous oxide (134) and cyclopropane (4), in the brain and other tissues. The ion

transport depends upon activity of the sodium-potassium-stimulated adenosine

triphosphatase (ATPase) located in the cell membrane. The activity of this

ATPase is reduced to varying degrees by ethanol (58, 167, 184, 314, 359), other

general depressants (167, 169), barbiturates (58) chiorpromazine and antihis-

taminics (179). Since active transport is essential for the maintenance of a normal

resting potential across the cell membrane, inhibition of it would be expected to

reduce the ability of the cell to maintain a high frequency of response.

In animals made tolerant to ethanol, the rate of active transport of cations in

brain tissue, and the activity of Na, K-dependent adenosine triphosphatase in

brain, were found to be significantly increased when measured in the absence of

ethanol (168). This change reverted to normal by 2 weeks after withdrawal of

ethanol. In the same study, active transport by erythrocytes from hospitalized

alcoholic patients was found to be higher than in healthy controls. Similar studies

have yet to be carried out with chronic administration of barbiturates and other

drugs. Moreover, this work does not yet provide any basis for differentiation be-

tween cerebral cortex and other parts of the brain, with respect to the degree of

adaptive change.

A large body of evidence indicates that depressant drugs reduce the release of

acetylcholine from axon terminals in the brain (for references see 186). The drugs

include ethanol, pentobarbital, ether, and other general anesthetics, and the

methods of study have included measurement of whole brain content of acetyl-
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choline, release into superfusate over the surface of the intact cortex, and release

from cortical slices in vitro. The findings suggest that any drug or condition which

decreases neuronal activity also inhibits the release of acetylcholine, but they do

not prove a cause-and-effect relation. Smyth and Beck (351) reported that

chronic intake of ethanol solutions by rats was accompanied by a fall in the con-

centration of coenzyme A in the brain, and later by decreases in acetyicholine

levels and in the activity of the enzyme systems for biosynthesis and degradation

of acetylcholine in brain. These findings were cited in support of the hypothesis

(252) that ingestion of ethanol leads to impairment of acetyicholine synthesis and

release, and that this in turn leads to a compensatory fall in cholinesterase ac-

tivity and induction of acetylcholine receptors as proposed by Collier (43).

However, this hypothesis would not explain the finding that brain slices from

ethanol-tolerant animals released acetyicholine in vitro at the same rate as control

slices in the absence of ethanol, but no longer showed inhibition by ethanol (186).

All the findings would be consistent with the hypothesis that ethanol, by de-

creasing neuronal activity through some other mechanism, decreases both the

energy metabolism and the acetyicholine release in the brain. With chronically

reduced neuronal activity, the relevant enzymatic pathways might decrease as a

result of feed-back control, until the development of tolerance caused a return

to normal neuronal activity (Smyth and Beck did not show that their animals had

actually become tolerant to ethanol). Gage (118), Okada (290) and Inoue and

Frank (158) have presented evidence that the direct action of ethanol on nerve

endings in isolated nerve-muscle preparations leads to an increase in the amount

of acetylcholine released per minute. If this is so, it is even more probable that the

effects on brain noted above are secondary to a reduction of total activity by

some other means.

The same consideration applies to effects of ethanol, barbiturates and other

anesthetic agents on oxidative metabolism of brain tissue, formation and release

of catecholamines, gamma-aminobutyric acid and other possible neurotrans-

mitters. Acute drug effects on these processes have been reviewed elsewhere (57,

167, 260, 303, 389). The available evidence does not permit any conclusion as to

whether these effects are causes or manifestations of the drug-induced changes in

neuronal activity. The apparent similarity of effects of chronic treatment with

such diverse drugs as barbital, ethanol, methamphetamine and various hallu-

cinogens on oxygen uptake, lactate production or brain levels of ATP or ammonia

(229, 373, 374), and the lack of correlation between EEG activity and brain phos-

phorylase activity during chronic administration of meprobamate (182) suggests

that many of the metabolic changes are indirect consequences, many steps re-

moved from the primary actions of the drugs.

Similar conclusions arise from the evidence which is available to date, concern-

ing the effects of chronic drug treatment on the turnover of various neurotrans-
mitters. For example, the turnover of catecholamines has been reported to in-

crease in rat brain during chronic treatment with morphine (42) and in mouse

brain (152) and rat adrenal medulla after chronic administration of amphetamine,

methamphetamine, reserpine or 6-hydroxydopamine (247). Choline acetyltrans-
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ferase activity in cerebral cortex, midbrain and optic lobe of young chickens was
increased after chronic administration of reserpine, but also after methampheta-

mine (246). As pointed out by Mandell and Morgan (247), the similarity in effects

of such diverse drugs on the same transmitter systems makes it probable that

these effects are indirect, and not specific adaptive changes to primary actions of

the drugs.
A final difficulty in the search for specific cellular mechanisms is that acute

effects are demonstrable in many types of cells (183) and tolerance has been re-

ported in non-neural tissues, in which the processes related to impulse propaga-

tion and transmission are not necessarily present. Some of these, such as

development of tolerance and withdrawal phenomena in tissue cultures of iris epi-

thelium (243) or spleen (347) exposed to alcohols, or fibroblasts (326) or tumor

cells (48) exposed to morphine, are questionable on methodological grounds.

Since the criterion of tolerance is successful growth of the culture in drug con-

centrations which were initially inhibitory, there is no way of distinguishing be-

tween acquired tolerance and genetic selection of those cells which had a higher

initial tolerance. On the other hand, the recovery of contraction in an isolated

frog heart during continued perfusion with an ethanol solution which originally

arrested it (306) must be accepted as valid evidence of acute tolerance. Here,

however, it is not yet clear whether the alcohol effect and the tolerance are occur-

ring in neural elements at the pacemaker, or on the myocardium.

In the case of amphetamine an entirely different cellular mechanism of toler-

ance has been proposed. Metabolism of amphetamine in several species gives rise

to varying but substantial amounts of p-hydroxynorephedrine (13, 26, 49, 350).

This has been found to accumulate in sympathetic nerve endings in heart and

brain, and to be selectively released by d-amphetamine in preference to norepi-

nephrine (26, 49). It has been suggested that the p-hydroxynorephedrine acts as a

false transmitter in place of norepinephrine, thus giving rise to tachyphylaxis.

The accumulation of it during chronic treatment would then presumably give rise

to refractoriness to amphetamine, which normally acts via release of norepi-

nephrine. This refractoriness, or extended tachyphylaxis, would be quite different

in character from tolerance of the barbiturate or ethanol type, which involves

a compensatory change counter to the drug effect.

An alternative hypothesis to account for tachyphylaxis has been proposed

recently (304, 305). The combination of drug and receptor can, according to this
model, give rise not only to a pharmacological effect but also to a conformational

change in the receptor with relatively long relaxation time. After dissociation of

the drug-receptor complex, the altered receptor would have either a reduced

affinity for the drug, or a reduced ability to initiate the characteristic response.

This hypothesis offers an attractive explanation for tachyphylaxis with drugs

which are presumed to have specific receptors. However, it cannot be readily

linked to acute tolerance to drugs such as ethanol, barbiturates or general anes-

thetics, which do not have specific receptor sites (337).

It is difficult to see how the proposed tachyphylactic model of amphetamine

“tolerance” could account for withdrawal symptoms of the type noted earlier.
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Indeed, Brodie el al. (26) report that administration of p-hydroxynorephedrmne

decreased the peripheral cardiovascular effects of amphetamine, but not the be-

havioral stimulant and anorexigenic effects which are presumably of central on-

gin. It has recently been reported that chronic administration of amphetamine is

actually followed by an increase in the rate of synthesis and turnover of catechol-

amines in mouse brain (152), presumably as a response to the increased release of

catecholamines brought about by amphetamine. This seems to imply continued

action of amphetamine, so that tolerance would have to depend upon some

counteracting adaptive change and not upon a tachyphylactic effect such as that

observed in peripheral sympathetic nerves (176). No reports of such adaptive

changes have yet appeared.

In summary, the various cellular processes which have been examined do not

yet permit identification of the fundamental alterations related to the develop-

ment of functional tolerance and physical dependence, though a number of prom-

ising developments have occurred. The various hypothetical models outlined in

the preceding section have not been particularly helpful in directing research

toward more specific mechanisms. It is useful, therefore, to develop another form-

ulation or model to account for quantitative and temporal relations independ-

ently of specific cellular processes. In enzymology, the development of mathe-

matical and kinetic analyses helped greatly to orient the gathering of data in a

manner which later permitted a purposeful investigation of mechanisms. This

might be a suitable goal at the present stage of the study of tolerance and de-

pendence.

C. Mathematical or kinetic forinukztions

One of the features mentioned in section IV A which should be accounted for

by a comprehensive model of tolerance is the relation between acute and chronic

tolerance. In the various studies cited in section II E 2, the magnitude of acute

tolerance to ethanol, barbiturates and other general depressants has been very

similar to that observed in chronic studies. Also, some evidence of adaptive re-

sponse, in the form of an opposite effect when the drug level falls, is seen after

single doses as well as after withdrawal of chronic treatment (8, 264). A single

model which could account for both acute and chronic processes on the same

basis would be logically the most economical one to explore.

As a basis for such a model, one may begin with the assumption that the meas-

ured drug effect at any time t depends upon C� - � i.e., the difference between

drug concentration at time t and the threshold concentration for drug effect. The

value of Cth� on the first exposure to a drug is equivalent to initial tolerance, and

presumably reflects such factors as species, genetic constitution, metabolism and

environmental influences which are beyond the scope of this review. The drug ef-

fect to which we refer here is the effect at cellular level. In the intact organism

this effect will produce different degrees of functional impairment depending

upon the behavioral state of the organism. The relationship between tolerance

and drug effect might be indicated as

Sa = f[(C� - Cthr), (B)]
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where Sa indicates the stimulus to adaptation or tolerance and B is some param-

eter of the behavioral state.

A number of findings are consistent with this concept. A greater increase in

tolerance to chlorpromazine (160), amphetamine (331), and ethanol (190, 224) in

rats, and to morphine in rats (202) and people (102), was found when the sub-

jects were challenged by a task or a painful stimulus. Further, in the absence of

tasks or pain stimulus, no tolerance at all developed with the same doses of mor-

phine (202). Wahlstr#{246}m (384) found much more rapid development of tolerance

to hexobarbital when it was administered during the normal waking hours of the

rat than when the same dose was given during its normal sleep period. These

findings suggest that the same degree of drug-induced reduction of cellular cap-

abilities (such as excitability or transmitter release) constitutes different degrees

of impairment according to the varying functional demands placed upon the

system. This in turn would lead to different degrees of adaptation.

It was noted earlier (section II B 3) that very little increase in LD5O has been

found in animals made tolerant to ethanol or barbiturates. One possible explana-

tion was offered, based on the idea that doses used to induce tolerance were too

small. An alternative suggestion is based on the role of functional demand in de-

fining the stimulus to adaptation generated by a drug effect. If the animal is

anesthetized by the given dose, other functional demands on it are reduced to a

minimum, except for basic autonomic reflexes. Under these conditions, it is con-

ceivable that little or no stimulus to tolerance is generated during the period of

unconsciousness, and that such stimulus occurs only while the animal is entering

or recovering from the period of drug action. This would be consistent with the

observed relation between acute tolerance to thiopental (27, 72) and total dura-

tion of the anesthesia. The effect of increasing dosage on the stimulus to adapta-

tion may therefore be self-limiting.

The concept of functional impairment as the effective stimulus to tolerance

makes many instances of cross-tolerance between chemically dissimilar drugs

quite easily comprehensible (section II E 4). If their end-results upon the function

of a neuronal sequence are the same, even if their cellular actions are exerted at

different points in the sequence, they should give rise to cross-tolerance. The

earlier their point of convergence in the final effector pathway, the greater should

be the degree of cross-tolerance. On the other hand, the same concentration of a

given drug may affect several different integrated functions to different degrees

(244), presumably because these functions depend to different extents upon the

cellular capabilities affected by the drug. This would provide an explanation for

differential rates of development of tolerance to different effects of the same drug,

as noted earlier in relation to generalization of tolerance.

On the basis of this model, the development of acute tolerance can be repre-

sented graphically. A line connecting the point on the drug concentration curve

at which the effect first appears, with the corresponding point at which it disap-
pears (fig. 2), represents the rise of Cthr due to the adaptive processes causing

acute tolerance. The changing value of C� - Cthr should then parallel the chang-

ing value of observed drug effect, accounting for the more rapid decay of drug ef-

fect than of drug concentration (8, 127). The recent report (385) of crossed acute
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FIG. 2. Hypothetical model for acute tolerance and “hang-over.” Solid line indicates
curve of drug concentration versus time. The initial threshold concentration with respect
to a specific drug effect (Cth,0) is shown at both the extreme left and right of the concen-

tration curve. Once the concentration exceeds Cthr0 an adaptive change results in a rise in
threshold; when the concentration falls below the new threshold, a back-adaptation begins.
Solid arrows indicate the magnitude of drug effect; broken arrows indicate the severity of
“hang-over” or acute withdrawal reaction. Although the changes in Cthr are shown M

linear, it seems most probable that they are not actually so and that they have finite lag

times.

tolerance between ethanol and hexobarbital, together with the finding of a strictly

additive acute interaction between them, lends support to the concept that the

drug effect, rather than the drug itself, is the stimulus to the adaptive change.

To account for the development of chronic tolerance on the same model, we

must postulate either a duration of the adaptive change which is greater than

the interval between successive drug exposures, or a progressive increase in steep-

ness of the C� line, or both (fig. 3). In the first instance, Cthr would begin at a

progressively higher point on each succeeding drug exposure, and would continue

to rise during each exposure until it reached a maximum determined by some in-

herent limit in the adaptive capacity of the organism. This would result in a con-

stant decrease in the value of C� - Cth� at all values of t, thus producing a shift

in the dose-response or concentration-response curve.

The second possibility, an increase in steepness of the Cthr line during succeed-

ing drug exposures, may be designated carry-over. This would require an addi-

tional factor C in the equation defining the stimulus to adaptation

Sa = f[(C� - Cthr), (B), (C)]

which allows for the influence of the previous drug history of the individual sub-

ject. Increased steepness of the Cthr line would also shift the dose-response curve,

but the decrement in C� - Cth� within a given drug exposure would not be the

same at each value of t. Most published studies of tolerance do not provide data

adequate to distinguish between these possibilities, because drug response is

usually measured at a fixed time after drug administration, rather than at re-
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Fzo. 3. Diagrammatic representation of possible kinetic features of chronic functional

tolerance. The solid curves represent the concentration of drug versus time. Broken lines
represent the threshold as explained in figure 2. In A, Cthr is shown as rising at the same

rate within each drug exposure, but starting from a progressively higher level (Ctb�0, Ctb�,
Ctbr’, etc.) on successive occasions because of prolonged duration of threshold change each

time. In B, the threshold is shown as starting from the same initial value (Cth�0) each time,

but rising more rapidly on each successive drug exposure (“carry-over”). A third possi-

bility would be a combination of both prolonged duration and carry-over.

peated short intervals. Even the observed changes in time of onset of drug action

(189, 358, 383) do not permit definitive answers because the endpoint is again a

single observation. Future studies might profitably be designed with this question

in mind.

As Cthr rises, either within an individual drug exposure or from one exposure to

the next, the value of C� - Cthr for any given drug concentration will decrease

and the stimulus to adaptation should also diminish. This is consistent with the

observed curvature of the line representing acquisition of tolerance (190), indica-

tive of an asymptotic approach to the theoretical maximum.

Carry-over effects from one cycle of tolerance to another are, for the purposes

of this type of analysis, treated in exactly the same way as carry-over from one
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drug exposure to another within the same cycle. They should be recognizable as

an increase in steepness of the line representing Cth� versus time, starting from the

same initial value but rising more rapidly to the theoretical maximum. This re-

lationship, and its resemblance to carry-over in learning, together with the ob-

servations on behavioral augmentation of tolerance, suggest that the acquisition

of tolerance generally should be amenable to the same types of biochemical and

neurophysiological manipulations as are currently applied to the study of mem-

ory fixation (15, 259), and opiate dependence (371, 372).

Presumably the adaptive process underlying the tolerance involves synthesis

of a protein or some other cell constituent, but it is not necessary for our present

purposes to identify the substance. It is su.fflcient to recognize that the adaptive

mechanism has a finite rate of induction, and a characteristic rate of decay when

the administration of drug is stopped.
The likelihood of occurrence of an observable withdrawal reaction is then de-

pendent upon the rate of decay of this adaptive mechanism and the rate of

elimination of the drug from its sites of action, whether by metabolism, excretion,

or competitive displacement by specific antagonists. So far, this latter possi-

bility applies only to the opiates. Kalinowsky (193) pointed out clearly that the

speed of onset and the severity of convulsions during withdrawal of ethanol,

barbital, paraldehyde and other hypnotics are directly related to the speed of

elimination of the drugs. Schutz (335, 336) expressed the relationship in the form

dD/dt > dC/dt, where D represents the drug action, C the adaptive or counter-

process, and t is time. When both are decreasing, D at a greater rate than C, a

withdrawal reaction is probable. Schutz suggested that the same expression, with

reversal of the signs, would also serve to describe the acquisition of tolerance.

However, evidence from the study of enzyme induction shows that induction and

decay of a cell constituent need not, and seldom do, follow the same kinetics.

It is therefore better to say that the likelihood of a withdrawal reaction is ex-

pressed by the ratio t11�/t11� where tl/2a is the half-life of the adaptive mechanism

and t1,� is the half-life of the active drug and its active metabolites if any. The

actual magnitude or intensity of the reaction is proportional to Cthr - C�. As

tolerance develops and C� rises, a point may be reached at which even a sub-

stantial drug concentration C� is insufficient to produce the usual effect, and the

counterprocess prevails (fig. 3). This has been described clearly in several studies

(110, 164, 268).

At the same time, the magnitude of Cthr - C� can be viewed as the effective

stimulus to de-adaptation, just as C� - Cth� was the initial stimulus to toler-

ance. It has been found, for example, that repeated production of electroshock

convulsions in rats give rise to an adaptive rise in seizure threshold (92). On this

basis, a severe withdrawal reaction should also be a relatively short-lasting one,

because the de-adaptation should proceed more rapidly. This should also be test-

able experimentally.

It has been noted (11, 12, 225, 277, 355) that rats which have become tolerant

to ethanol, pentobarbital or hexobarbital during chronic treatment develop

hypersensitivity to the drug some time after withdrawal. This phenomenon has
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been attributed to a fall in the rate of microsomal drug metabolism to subnormal

values (3q55), but the reported fall does not parallel the course of the change in

sleeping time. It seems more plausible, therefore, in the light of the present model,

to regard this as the negative equivalent of the previous withdrawal reaction, re-

flecting a disparity between the t112 of the de-adaptive process and that of the

withdrawal reaction which stimulated it. This should be easy to examine experi-

mentally by studying concentration-response rather than dose-response relations

during the hypersensitivity phase.

A final implication of the above formulation is that withdrawal reactions should

become more severe if t11�/t11� and Cthr - C� are increased artificially by speed-

ing the process of drug removal, as by hemodialysis, forced diuresis, or some simi-

lar technique. By this means it should be possible to provoke or exaggerate with-

drawal reactions from drugs such as methadone, chlorpromazine, amphetamine

or tetrahydrocannabinol, which are cleared slowly in man. This would help to

decide whether the tolerance to amphetamine, for example, is really based on a

tachyphylactic mechanism as suggested by some, or really involves an adaptive

countermechanism in the same manner as the other drugs.
Conversely, drugs which are metabolized or eliminated too rapidly may not

give rise to CNS adaptation and withdrawal reactions because the duration of

the effective period of Ct - Cthr is too short to cause much change in �

Thus, no appreciable value of C� - C� would be obtained during withdrawal.

For example, tybamate has a much shorter t��2 than meprobamate (46, 344).

Therefore a dose of tybamate which produces the same degree of peak effect as a

dose of meprobamate lasts for a much shorter time. This may explain why tyba-

mate was found to give rise neither to tolerance nor to withdrawal symptoms

(46). In this case, a slowing of drug metabolism by some appropriate inhibitor

should cause tybamate to give rise to both tolerance and physical dependence.

This can easily be tested. The situation seems quite comparable to that of short-

acting barbiturates which do not give rise to true functional tolerance unless

given in repeated doses throughout the day, so as to maintain an effective con-

centration in the blood and brain for a sufficiently large part of each day (138,
171).

The model presented above permits quantitative description of a number of

phenomena not readily identified or dealt with otherwise, and permits predictions

which can be tested experimentally. Its maximum benefits, however, will be ob-

tained only when a computer program employing successive approximations

permits a more precise mathematical statement of the function describing S�.

The nature of this function should then provide more selective clues concerning

the underlying biological processes to be examined.
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